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THE NEW: MEXICAN REVIEW
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO TUESDAY OCTOBER
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Head of the Catholic Church in Nevr-- Mexico Declares That Amend- ; ment Proposed to Constitution Means Chaos in Public Affairs of
New Mexico, and Will Prevent Any Kind of Stable Government; Business Would Suffer, People Would Be Injured, and
Future Prosperity of New State Greatly Jeopardized.-Promi-n- ent
Prelate Says Gravity of Situation Compels Him to Speak.
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McDonald and H.
Are Making Speeches
Day and Night.

Governor William J. Mill has apAlamogordo, N. M., Oct. 26. There
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imagines himself quite a joker.
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conducted" and crossed the ocean six
road is being constructed by the afternoon for Alamogordo, Carrizozo
being sent out to the voters. The
colonel Is greatly Interested, as he
or eight times In twenty minutes and rumor
state and the citizens of Curry and and Lincoln. From there Mr. Bursum
was spread a tew days ago that
assured Governor Mills. J
The people of goes into Taos county, where the
Kept his audience dizzy In following the Democrats
Roosevelt counties.
at Reception Given
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United States Government his
aeroplane flights from France and
these counties have pledged the com- wlndup of the campaign in that sec- Delighted
Leroy 0. Moore Back.
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at Statehood
Italy to New York and New Mexico, enough
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field
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edition of tne Lob Angeles Examiner
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where the road is now almost impass- would carry Grant county and that
For Safe Keeping.
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able.
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The work is now ip progress half the Republican county ticket Director-Genera- l
In New Mexico toward the end of the
of San Diego
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George W. Armljo, candidate
Lease and to Reduce
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itentiary this afternoon for safe keephome in San Francisco today. Mr.
ing.
Lynch was sentenced recently
part of the project. The site ef the railroad commissioner, was a member
, Program.
Freight Rates.
Consults With General Reyes at San Murphy 's a veteran newspaper man
to death by Judge clarence J. Rob
road construction is 35 miles from of the Rough Riders and was ths
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Antonio and Then Goes to
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Should women vote? was the ques
Sheriff Stewart were H. D. Simmons, New Jersey, today. The petition was conscientious attempts are being made
from Dona Ana in Dona Ana county Railroad Stocks Lost Little Ground day traveling
General one to
With him was Adjutant
to settle internal strife in Mexico, tion asked by a man today. Then he
This will be a piece of
to Rlncon.
five years, forgery, and Will prepared by Jacob M. Dickinson,
But Closed Slightly Under
Brookes and the governor's staff. On
nier secretary of War, who had been Louis L. de la Barra, brother of Mex said he had recently attended a poli
six
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mesa road construction and will be 30
to
three
years,
Yesterday's Level.
Thursday, the governor stopped in burglary.
retained by the United States as Its ico's provisional president, will leavs tical meeting here and sat near a
miles in length. The El Paso to AnLas Cruces and found that city proscounsel in this case.
here probably tonight to meet Presi- lady who was overheard asking "Will
Back From Oil Fields.
special
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pering and the 'people happy as a re
dent Taft at some point before he New Mexico come In as a state even it
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Major Fred Muller, receiver of the
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other
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'
"
celebraUnited
Steel
the
statehood
States
in
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Corporation
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governors,
30 miles nearer done.
the
Taft, it is aid, is to secure from tion In the city today was the fine
the oil field.
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in honor ot New Mexico and Arl- formally decided to cancel the corpoIn addition to the road work, EngiMar Seven Lak8- - The trip was made ration's lease of the Great Northern the American Executive assurances ticket put up by the Santa Fe County
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neer Miller inspected an irrigation
of the good will of the administration Convention yesterday. The strength
d States Steel were thrown on the IHooH vrv klnrt tn in." said the eov- - lu
acuraie luu.rniauou auojl me Ore properties.
to ward the new Madero government. of Benjamin Pankey as a vote getter
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which
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New
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had a long is recognized and even
De La Barra yesterday
to 19 ed no opportunity to show their hos- - ownership of the land arise. The ton8
Republic Steel gave way 11-to the direction
to
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T..
A,
irrigate
with General Reyes, who were heard acknowledging that the
projected by
and the preferred 2
to 78, eclipsing
There were luncheons, din- - maJr m1 the Journey at the behest of the Duuth Mesaba and Northern conference
dam
pttality.
Democrats
30,000 acres. The impounding
would have to "go some"
has been accused of propagating opthe low figures of yesterday. Colo ners and parties galore and every f Washington officials and several re-- Rallway company, a reduction
in
will uavo a vcpiv
rado Fuel lost 15-- and the Bethle- - one
position against the Madero adminis- to keep Pankey from polling the COO
himself. There was a fine Presentatives of the general land of- - fpeght rate on ,
ore ,rom
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to
feet of water and the entire plant will hem Steel issues declined
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majority that he has set out to
tration. It is presumed De La Barra
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i see u.
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fractionally. parade ano a greati tnrong
to
n the jjesaba range to Duluth to a
cost $25 an acre to construct. El Railroad stocks lost
found that considerable quantities of
General Reyes personal assur- get.
algave
little
started
the
ground,
Ott
governor
,,.
Saturday,
flgure not exceedln8 xty centB
Paso Herald.
Sending Out Fatclmlle.
ances of his future safety in Mexico
though the average level was slightly north, going to Las Vegas and on oil existed but he was not prepared to .nn nnrt ,
Business Dull.
The Democratic headquarters
is
under yesterday's closing.
venture an opinion about the commer- attended
the
he
to
where
Mora
Sunday
a
territorial
Ralroad
similar reduction BISHOP
company
The office force of the
Bonds were irregular. The tobacco
sending out a facsimile of the ballot
J. MILLS
.
.
cial future of the discovery.
convention.
,
county
Republican
o
the
th
y
secretary has been wondering why
wh'ch will be In blue on election day.
Issues were lower on profit-takinKENDRICK TAKE8 VACATION,
This convention was moat enthusi- Good Roads,
'million and Mesaba Iron ranee to
The facsimile Is Buch in fact except In
incorporation business has been so sales.
and it was
the
D. Duluth
said,
The
Charles
governor
territorial
astic,
engineer,
and
that
Minnebe
Two
Harbors
It
some
may
dull for
days.
on white paper
When it became known that the
He Has Been In Falling Health and color. It is printed
On Tuesday, the Miller, of Santa Fe, and the official
attended.
largely
ball
,ota,
base
s
world
championship
the
and contains six "suggestions" telling
Will Spend 8lx Months In
meeting of the U. S. Steel directors governor returned to Las Vegas and whose sanction was necessary for the
'
election
the
series and
approaching
the voter among other things that he
was to officially cancel the lease of then home.
California.
building of the road through the Mes- make even capitalists forget to start the Hill ore property and reduce ore
CE colyI'
The Right Reverend J. Mills Kend-rlck- , ii entitled to only ONE ballot.
The governor brought with him a eiero sands; J. Wr. Lewis, of Carls- afis
new
it
thought
up
enterprlsesj
mioaiuiM uehsioim enjoined.
transportation rates, the stock mani- beautiful Bilk
Curry is Confident.
of 48 stars present- - bad, an expert in road building and
bishop of the Episcopal district
ter the election new companies will fested a rallying tendency and rose d llfm hV thA flag
After touring the eastern counties,
of New Mexico, who has been
far
rltV Of El PaSO. It haS th man uhn hntlf th. onnt mail umof
be incorporated.
to 59
Is
the
Democratic
Granted
Primes elsewhere hardened been much admired as was the flag of this city to Picacho last
from well for several months, by adstronghold, including
spring; W. TemPrary Injunction
Grain
Nashville,
sympathetically, with the active Is- given the governor of Arizona.
"
vice of his physicians, has asked the his own county of Curry, former Gov
M. Atkinson,
Deep Murder Mystery?
chairman of the board
ernor
Case.
What appears a deep murder sues selling a trifle above yesterday's
Curry expressed confidence in
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa of county commissioners; Thomas D.
presiding bishop for a leave of absence
for six months, and has turned over the victory of the Republican party
mystery, staged at San Diego and in closing. The market closed steady.
has returned from Las Vegas where White, a member of the county com-- '
Washington, D. C, Oct. 24. A temp-wor- the administration of the district to at the polls November 7. Mr. Curry
the solution of which Santa Fe'B pohe has been doing some campaign mlssloners, and V. R. Kenney, county
lnJunct'
lice has been asked to help, is des- UNCLE 8AM 14 LOOKING
' granted today the Council of Advice, which consists is an ardent campaigner and his
in the Interests of the Republican surveyor, all paid a visit to he Mes- - ?rar
the Un ted statc' court ot conv of Rev, Henry Easter, Rev. W. E. War. friends say that even Democratic coun
UP McNAMARA'S
cribed in a letter received from Chief
RECORD, party. Mr. Jaffa went to the Meadow calero sands yesterday for the pur- - by
of Police J. K. Wilson of San Diego,
"
ren, Mr. J. S. Porcher and Mr. R. H. ties will help land him in congress.
City from Albuquerque where he at- pose of ascertaining the plausibility
commission i decision in Smith, as the ecclesiastical
Oct. 26. That tended the Masonic grand lodge meefr of constructing a good road through
Indianapolis, Ind.,
California, and which is dated Octoauthority
case.
Nashville
grain
the treacherous terra flrma. The road lh
ber 19.
agents of the Federal Department of ings.
his absence. The bishop will MARY J. KENDALL
oraer pronioueu during
commissi
WINS $10,000 PRIZE.
will be constructed
with
The chief says? "We are anxious tb Justice have been investigating alledirt and
the
time
with
Notary Appointed.
his
pass
sister,
quietly
to Nashvl le
llra
who lives at South Pasadena, Califor.
have this handwriting and these teeth gations against John J. McNamara of
Governor Mills has appointed Will faced off with a thick layer ot clay
Gregory, 8. Dak., Oct. 24. Mary J.
a
prlv
r"llne
to
?,ettlera
assure its firmness.
nla.
DaIdentified, (inclosing a half tone pic conspiracy to destroy buildings by iam Wilcox of Albuquerque, BernaKendall, of Rapid City, South
Charles D. Miller and Mr. Lewis "ege8, not, accorded to dealers al
lure of handwriting and teeth) as dynamite became known here today. lillo county, a notary public.
kota, won No. 1 in the Rosebud land
voMe- both
be
road
thnt
could
the
agreed
suoh Identification will clear up a The general grand Jury for this dislottery drawing for ihe 4,000 prizes
For the Treasury.
SALOONKEEPER KILLED BY
On trict will soon open an Investigation
Rufus J. built satisfactorily and It Is generally
Treasurer
mysterr;ttherwlse unsolvable.
FREE LUNCH SEEKER. which began here today. The first;
Territorial
in
be
Lewis
understood
will
was
Mr.
that
for
made
The
and
ery
respect.
trip
choice Is valued at $10,000. No, 2
October 14 of this year the skeletons
subpoenaes have been issued for Palen has received the sum of $14.25
Chicago, Oct. 24. August Folz, a went to Frank
the construction.
Nothing the specific purpose of showing the
of a man end a woman were found in witnesses.
D. Boyles, Gregory,
from Game and Fish Warden Thomas charge of
saloon keeper at 40 South Canal St.,
up- - gentlemen Just what they hod to buck
to
date
definite
exact
the
relative
the brush of a canyon on the biological
No. 3 to William Roth-meteP. Gable.
- South Dakota.,
on which actual construction will be up against, and they returned seem- - directly across from the Union pnsat La Jolla, California, the chief of police at ban Diego.
reservation
Mokane, Mo., No. 4 to Solome
Land Entries.
senger station, was shot and killed D.
started has as yet been learned. How- - lngly certain of excellent results.
'
Marshnl Nicolas Pet a received the
near city. , The doming was crumbJohnson, Kellarvllle, Ills; No. 5 to
a man whose name has not yet
The following were the land entr'e ever Mr. Lewis will return
by
Tuesday Roswell Dally Record,
ling away and aside from a few ar- letter which was alBo shown the cap- at the local land office: Antonio Paai-beaubeen ascertained by the police. The Chas. C. Ordeza, Rapid City, South
where he and Mr. Mil- Brookes Wat Pleased.
No. 6 to Richard O'Malley,
ticles such es an umbrella, eye glaa tain of the Mounted Police. Captain
Antonio J. fro. Carlsbad,
Anton Calco;
shooting followed a quarrel
during Dakota;
ler
went
upon
afternoon
yesterday
R matters
808, etc., this writing and the fillings Fornoff praised the enterprise of the Stines. Wagon Mound; Pleasant
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes has which Foil is said to have ordered O'Nell, Nebraska.
enterto
another
pertaining
of the teeth are the only clues left to police authorities of San Diego get- - j Wllma'th, Estancla; Elenor Martinez,
returned from El Pnso where he at- - the man away from the lunrh counter
the Identity of the two persons. The uug oui a picture and this letter in DeBlderlo Martinez, Monero; J. O. connt'y
thfl rtatehood colebraUon glv-- and out of the saloon.
The slayer VIRGINIA GOVERNOR DENOUNCES
the exact date ten!ed.
commissioners
BETTING ON HOR8E RACE8.
handwriting Is a fragment of the five days after the discovery of the ar- Orln, Raton; C. H. Hunt, Chaves; iinon which h will Blurt nroJectlntt en Id honor of New Mexico and Arl- was arrested before he could escape.
It was a Bplendld success and
last verse from Kipling's poem "when ticles which are the only clues. Those William T. Brown, Lucia.
fnr n rKa nnnn wh.Mi tn run thft KnA lona
who
have read the article in a recentIt
Earth's LaBt Picture is Painted.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 24. Governor
Meets Colonel Collier.
The party traveled in autos almost a wer 8ven a ro"" good time" said AVIATOR FOWLER HAS
was found inside the covers of a book ly issued magazine on the Hindu reliRE8UMED HIS FLIGHT. Mann today announced as "an abominOne of the first callers on ths gov- through the entire stretch of sand, tha adjutant general. "El Peso was
'Bhafcavld-Gltand
hold
N
the
on 'Hindu Religion' entitled
gion
it getting on cer- ernor upon his return home was Col. going within four miles of the oppo-- ,
P'eaaea with the celebration that
Banning, Calif., Oct. 24. Aviator able outrage," the state's
with the betting at the Jamespublished in Chicago. The hand tain victims in this country will pe W. C. Collier, director general of the site side. Both the territorial engln-- , 11 waa uccided to hold one every . Fowler rose from Stewart's ranch and
the
the
woman's, the haps imagine
tragedy is due to San Diego exposition, and one of the eer and the road expert seemed sat- - year." The adjutant general went to passed over Banning at 8:20 o'clock town races at Norfolk and announced
writing evidently ,n
A
fanaticism
over
some
man's.
was
bottle
teeth are the
oriental
cull leading real eBtate men in California, isfled with what they saw and are all the Pass City with Governor Millt and this morning. He was going at a rats that "he would exercise all the authorfound near the poem. Any Informa- which is said to have won many de- Colonel Collier was warmly greeted the more resolute In their belief that the other members of the governor's of thirty miles an hour, about 3,500 ity in my power to prohibit gambling
tion will be thankfully received by votees on the coast
at this race."
feet up.
by the chief executive who listened the enterprise will be s success In sv-- ataff.
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PRESTIGE OF NEW MEXICO.
THE ELECTION RETURNS.
political and moral reformer. We all TOO MANY JONAH8 ON BOARD,
remember the story of Aladdin and
Remembering that In addition to six.
two mona Vmkt of campaign-th- e
Under that heading the El Paso HELD UNDER
oiy
wonderful lamp. Better to trust ngi out Republican victory looms tar-t- teen state officers and the blue ballot, Herald publishes s statistical sumthe old Lamp of the Fathers, ger an1 Iarger wltn eacn jay. A care-whic- ten officers in each county, river mary which proves that New Mexico
has guided the atepa of the ,ul Bnl,',11j ..iimate made today commissioners In several of the. coun- Is not the least among the states of
ACT
members of the leg- - the Union and thnt in one gratifying
American people for four generations, Bll0W
Kcp4)llcan counties ties, seventy-fou- r
lgt
and
than to confide In every Ignis latuus n, g)vfl R Bajority ( .eoo for the islature, eight district Judges
It stands first-N-ew
at
least,
particular
PRINTING
THE NEW MEXICAN
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
of
that may lead us Into dangerous pit- - head of the Republican tiok't and eight district attorneys must oe voreu Mexico baa a larger percentage
FRANK fTURGES,
fulls. Do not disturb the political the Democratlo counties 3,10) major for on November 7, It Is certain that homes free from mortgage than any Dominic Fierro Recently InVice'PrcsIdent.
Editor and President
this
landmarks of the republic' "
Ity for McDonald, leaving a clean ma- election returns will be slow in being other state of the Union. To
CHAS. M, STAUFFER,
dicted Arrested Near
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
of 11,200 for the Reoubllcans. compiled and that .t may be forty-eigh- t might be added that New Mexico has
jority
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
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before
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after
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a larger per
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Magdalena
collapse of the
It has been given out from Demothe their own homes than any other state
Entered at Second Class aMtter at the Santa P'e Poitofflce.
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that the Hon.
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particular,
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each
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Union.
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Francisco
only
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the
Jn
result
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to
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pull
Frank Manzanares has withdrawn Manzanurus
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Some of the polling places are forty docs the New Mexican see that the WILL BE
EL PASO
and substituting Frank
on
TAKENJO
$ .25 Daily, six months, by mall
That Is in the
$2.50 from the Democratic state ticket
audito
Dally, per week, by carrier
state
for
fifty miles irom the nearest tele- Herald Is mistaken.
candidate
as
Delgado
auditor
for
candidate
a
he
was
which
Mexico's
1.00
New
75 Weekly, six months. . ,
Dally, per month, by carrier
tor, proves that the Democrats are graph or railroad station, and this will production of gold,
not $363,-45- 4 Two-Thir- ds
2.00 from the county ot Guadalupe.
65 Weekly, per year
Dolly, per month, by mail
of the Youths of
convinced thnt they nad a Jonah on add to the tuspense In case any con- production last year was
the
as
Manzunarea'
withdrawal,
worth,
50
7.00
$363,454
but
ounces fine,
Weekly, per quarter
close.
Dally, per year, by mall
should
be
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test
thrown
board.
have
They
not
Tainted
America
With HorDemocrats so naively put It, was
the
in
difference
much
which makes a big
But precinct chairmen can do
alIn fact, it had been ex- overboard but the tempest still rages,
rible Disease.
unexpected.
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reof the commonwealth,
of
It must dawn to facilitate the compilation
standing
and
the
still
boat
leaks
said
that
is
It
some
time.
pected for
beforehand to tel- though there Is no reason to doubt
It is sent to it took the
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
gentlemen on A. A. Jones, et al., that it is not turns by arranging
soon, especialsixteen big Jonahs ephone, telegraph and mail the re- that some day and that
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct, 20. Domione
Jonah
but
only
on
circulation
their
wl-In
a
slate,
and
and
the
has
rut
r..inznnares
growing
large
Territory,
every postofflce
on November
nic Flerra, indicted last week by tbe
turns from their preclnot, the moment ly if Republican victory
are
who
and
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several
little
him
ot
to
that
convince
r
the
Southwest.
wiek
and
the
to
Intelligent
people
progressive
among
7 assures stability and protection
furlornl irrnnri lnrv nt EM Paon tn.
sending the rotten craft to the abys- they are oomplled. In fact, for the
."Hula "v. ithdraw."
;
Mexico will produce
River.
head of the ticket, an advance, bulle- enterprise. New
breaklng the whlte ,iave act( wag a
more
jresi what we are able to learn mal depths of Salt
oi goia rested last night by federal officers at
I7.noo.000 worth and
The very fact that the Democrats tin Bliould be sent In as soon as the
concerning that
the only question
oi
Is
summary
the
each year. This
a point about ten miles from Magda
"withdrawal" is whether Mr. Manzan-are- s have made no Judicial nominations .n vote for governor Is compiled.
lena, Socorro oounty, and brought to
In the larger precincts, It will take the Herald:
or the first and seventh districts comwas pushed oft the ticket
o
Join
Mexico
verthis city.
47 is the rank of New
posed of six large counties, is a con- all night to count the vote and to
merely shoved.
and
altuougn
He will be taken to EI Paso tonight
the American union,
Is why? fession ot weakness
kept up
THE WARNING OF THE WISE AND HAGGLING and
that signifies ify It, and it might not be amiss for
Next to that, of course
far
!s
it
to
enter,
one
of the last
by a deputy marshal from the local
GOOD MEN.
upstairs in the court house till Ave Will the Democratic bosses please tell more than words can tell. .Their or- the two territorial committees to debein
its
aS0ffloe
last
from the
products,
the electorate of New Mexico why? gan the Albuquerque' Morning Jour vise some uniform method of counting
The declaration of Archbishop Plta-va- l o'clock, the Progressives waiting
the following carefully compiled
low, for an answer.
able to nal, which has been In hysterics ever and to supply each polling place with
Frightful Harvest of Immorality,
So far as we have been
against the "Blue Ballot" printed
will
statistics
Colorado Snrines. Oct. 20. Startline
prove:
Democrats
relevelheaded
"The
was as creditable since the Republican state convention. convenient tally sheets and blank
Manzanares
today on the first page, Is lu line ize that they cannot win against the a candidate as mosi oi tne unmuue Is now
S.
Imma- 44 is the standing of the new state in racta wro revealed by Dr. Ella
having epilepsy and Is throwing ports. While this may seem
the number of school attendance Webb of St. Paul, Minn., ln nn adwith the utterances of Cardinal Gib- standpat ticket without the assistance of them on that Democratic slate If fits
since the Republican coun terlal, yet the popular Interest in the
hourly
and professors. U. S. Bureau of dress to the Congress of Farm Wombons and Archbishop Ireland recent- of the Progressives
not really better than some of them ty convention
at Albuquerque on returns will be so great, as to JustEducation.
en. Dr. Webb's subject was "Physical
as a vote getter at knst. Then wa' Thursday eliminated the last hope ify making provision for the earlleBt
ly, that the great need of the republic
44 is also the standing of New Mexico Laws of Life in Relation to the FamBY CARDINAL GIB- - dump Manzanares into the discard that the Democrat-Fuslonlst- s
had of possible receipt of returns from each
Is stability. Every interest has suf- - CONDEMNED
in developed horsepower according ily," and she discussed the sexual
and permit the balance of them to re carrying Bernalillo county.
BONS.
precinct.
fered lately and the very life of the
to the report of the National Con- vice problem by citing statistical
'
It Is now apparent that only three
New Mexican com main?
the
Last
week,
of
the
one
are
of
of facts to support her argument that
sure
"We
only
servation commission (ahead
republic has been Imperiled by vaga- mented briefly on the fact that Cardbe In the ileld:
The ReWhy not make a clean sweep of the
districts," mournfully tickets will
North Dakota, Louisiana and Okla- a false sense of modesty among par-ent- s
Socialries born In foreign countries where inal Gibbons and Archbishop Ireland slate, as the Democratic bosses were eight judicial
and
the
Fusion
the
confessed a Democratic leader yester- publican,
was working untold harm on fuhoma.)
atheism and Immorality are sweep 'had condemned the new dogmas of asked to do by many of the delegates day. "We have a bare chance of carryi- ist, but even with only three tickets, 43 in
population, as the last United ture generations.
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howa
than
be
more
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radical
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the
the
a
over
Democracy,
people. Bishop
ing like pest
States census shows.
Victims of Horrible Disease.
new list of candidates that represent ng a second, but the other six are so
counties.
In the twenty-si41 Is the standing of New Mexico ln
William A. Quayle of the Methodist lever, are also spurned by tne oia Democracy and the rank and tile of Bolldly Republican, that we have nom- candidates
"Mothers and fathers need to awake
cities
returns
tbe
the
irom
of the south and even of
Naturally,
Democracy
States to the gravity of conditions as they
volumes. United
library
Episcopal church, in Albuquerque such states as New Jersey. The Llt- - the Democratic party and who are inated no Judicial ticket In two ot will be first to arrive and from these,
Bureau of Education.
r
exist at the" present time ln our conn-try,them, and have no hope of electing our
i!f duration
last month made a
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Clovis,
such
Instances
further on not merely tools of the bosses, for the
in
Roswell,
lerary Digest comments
40 ln employed
said Dr. Webb.
capital (twice the
land grab, for the deficit, for the In ticket in the other four. It is too fc4
the
Silver
and the Albuquerque horning Journal j Cardinal Gibbons' utterances:
Demlng,
City,
Carlsbad,
amount
of
Nevada.)
"Each year 770,000 hoys cross the
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a
"The head of the Catholic church competent official, for the
have
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decidedly
first
in
reports
the
Mexico
of
New
we
the
reported It as follows:
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rank
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success
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methods and for the Hagerman spleen
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,
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"Bishop William A. Quayle in ad ' "iniprin '
production of corn. In the report hood. Of this great army 450,000
ciples for the sake ot a barter with Democratic tint, although large In
ana
three
of
will be made even
expressed his disapproval
of the Department of Agriculture almost two-thirare doomed to beIts too bad Manzanares wasn't good a few men without any principles who publican gains
dressing a large audience in the Lead political propositions
Democratic centers, but the bulk
earnestly ad0
it has 2.100,000 bushels to its credit come victims of terrible diseases,
gang of called themselves Progressive Repub those
enough for the piratical
Avenue Methodist church Thursday voeated by some of out reformers
the
of tbe Republican vote is cast in
of them before they reach the age
(more than Oregon, Washington,
bosses who made Democracy a by- licans."
in
ot
recall
himself
the
Judges,
the
squarely
referendum,
night, expressed
districts and precincts from which the
Idaho and Montana combined.)
of 21 years.
United word in this territory.
returns will come in more slowly..
34 In wheat production, with one mil
opposition to the initiative and refer- and the direct election of
White Slave Traffic.
If the Democratic bosses begin to
GUARD AGAINST ELECTION
Cardl- Whether
the
Senators.
States
so
e
34
to
refers
conthis
in the proThe New Mexican
lion bushels. Also
Thousands of Innocent girls have
endum; in favor of the
Innl'v mn.H. will a ttnft tha nrnvrpBfl fit weed out at this late date, they won't
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because
with
duction of lumber,
$1,389,000 this year been lured by hope or pethe campaign,
have much ot a ticket by November
venuon xor me UOuuu..u.i ui tuU,- - these
The Roswell Morning News !s the early
panacca8 vln be of lnteregt
perience in previous campaigns has
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But at all events, they owe an
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woman suffrage would not hasten pro- - ers. It may be purely a coincidence.
are generally too fragmentary and too
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'
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They ought to tell the people whj that
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the action of the New Jersey Demojustified
remembered that in the last two del- 33 is the standing of New Mexico In untrained in the knowledge of themon prohibition; and that nothing more cratic state committee, the Initiative they ditched Manzanares after they bodings.
Its lateBt moan calls upon
railroad mailage ln 1900 (cannot selves and the world.
In their conven- tha "ol o at Hrtma"
Ma In Plt.vaa egate elections, end even In county
should be desired by the prohibition- referendum, and recall were ruled out had nominated him
and on their slate.
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'
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ot the state platform, although Gov- tion
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although
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declared against the 'blue ballot' such
with only one official to be elect-Jones, Hand and McGlll and, by the "nom tn the nnii. fr thu nnr.
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tlnkerer who happens to want to tinance of a knowledge of the laws of
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must watch sharply to prevent such are prompt to obey them?
Cardlnalate. The New York Tribune
31 In hay crop, with five million dot life, which, broken or disregarded,
ker something.' "
There Is every indication that the frauds at the November election as
reports blm as saying:
THE COMMON DRINKING CUP.
lars product; 6,000 tons ln alfalfa work such deadly destruction on our
" 'No man should be a drone in the Democrats having lost all hope of car- the
Democrats
themselves charge
Tbe Santa Fe public schools, gener
alone.
young people, our homes and our counHIDEOUS HAGGLING.
social beehive; no citizen should be rying the election fairly, are arranging were committed at the Democratic
in
advance in sanitary matters, 30 in LIVESTOCK. The Department try.
an indifferent spectator of the politic to pull off extensive election frauds primaries in various eastern Demo- ally
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drinkof
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rates
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discarded
the
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ago
Knowledge Needful.
There ar cratic counties.
Tbts is the cry from long
set the pace with its midnight al, moral, and economic questions in eastern New Mexico.
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knowledge of the laws ot life by their
present moment there are three po of the territory who are not yet citicourtship and one corporation
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80 parents. A partial a"nd impure knowl.
New "exlco- - pread- at Santa Fe, the Dem- litical problems which are engaging zens of the commonwealth, who are in saying that there 1. not a county
square miles.
U"h and dlseaf6' In 0M
edge Is weakening morally and physicocratic county conventions have fol- the serious attention of our public not entitled to vote In New Mexico, nominee on the Democratic ticket who
Bchoolhouse recently, an examining 12 in the production ot sugar beets; ally and leads to a debased and ignot wfmiv .,.Hfl
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but who are to be rushed to the polls
lowed the example with stultifying men.
4,000 short' tons.
ble view of life's duties, which inevit" 'It Is proposed that United States on election day to cast their vote tor election for the soke nf th .noce., nf Ph'dan found sixty cases of ordihaste. Historians agree that Rome
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em 11 in the production of Apples over ably produces a weaker and lower
The Newa further nar)r or throat.
reached Its greatest depravity when Senators should be elected by popular the Democratic ticket Many of them the State ticket
13
millions pounds. The statistics type of manhood and womanhood. And
wlta aiptnena germs, inese cnnaren
It offered its offices to the highest vote, instead of being chosen by the voted at the recent Democratic pri violates no confidence when it states ln
are not very accurate but New because these conditions have exist"ln8 a common drinking cup could
bidder, but even Rome in its decline legislature, as Is prescribed by the maries. In Ea-- y county, where a tew that It Is a lamentable fact that there
Mexico
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cantaloupes and honey; 600 arte- ity which is alarming to those who are
gressive Republicans is barter, pure our legislature, before they have the cast at the Democratic primaries re- election since the organization of the d'Ptheria themselves,
sian wells is an Item by itself.
interested ln the future ot our young
voters At Colorauo Springs last week, a 10 in the
and Bimple, of a few offices for great force of law, should be submitted to cently almost 2,000 votes. The Dem county. These
production of GOLD; the people."
the suffrage ot the people who would ocrats themselves In Quay, Eddy, are needed now as never before, and woman publicist asserted that of
principles.
United States Geological Survey
our county candidates will do their 000 youths who reached age this year,
One need but look at the tariff have the right to vote.
Chaves, Curry and Roosevelt counties
says It produced 363,454 ounces "JIM" VAN AR8DALE
It is proposed to recall or remove have charged fraud and illegal voting utmost In inducing them to come to 400,000 are doomed to be afflicted
planks of the Democrats and Profine.
CR08SE3 GREAT DIVIDE.
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gling, Is apparent from yesterday's' people. In reply I would say: If you close watch at the polls to prevent
In 8lx hours. on guinea pig had pass-tubeing FIRST; second. Grant; third Charles Closson and Lowltzki's livery
Democratic Estanda Dally News, can not trust the members of the leg- peating and to prevent men who are the weird professions of political vir- ln
ed
ht hours two more
Rio Arriba; Luna, fourth.
awayi
that sway the Progressives. The
New Btable, and several times branched inwhich tells how Chief Haggler George islature, how can you trust their con not legal residents from voting, or to
Mexico also ranks 5 In PER CENT to the business on his own account.
of twelve convicts from the cumbed, and before morning, five of
H. Van Stone, candidate on the hybrid stituents, from whom they spring? If prevent them from voting names of
Blx llttle creatures were no more,
INCREASE, according to the last Before coming to New Mexico he was
state ticket for coporatlon commls-- ' you can not confide In our legisla- other persons who no longer are res- jo.il at Old Albuquerque at one lick, the
"Not only Wtt8 th8 woman herself
census
and which Included several of the
report Washington In Interested in the contracting business
sioner, with a few followers attempted tures you can not confide in human idents of New Mexico.
creased 120 per cent; Oklahoma with Orman and Urooke of Pueblo,
It Is a pirate crew that is In charge most desperate criminals,
to hold up the Democratic county con- government or in human nature Itself.
caught convinced, so that she abolished the
Colorado.
common cup from her shop, bat the
Orman afterwards became
109 per cent; Idaho, 101 per cent
vention for five offices, how he traded If a few of our legislatures
have of Democratic politics this year, and after great effort and expense, 1b still
t lno the newspapers, and
Nevada, 93 per cent, and New governor of Colorado. "Jim" as he
off Editor P. A. Speckman and dump been found guilty of bribery, It is it Is a desperate crew, that will not fresh in tbe memories of the tax pay- - Btorv
was generally known, was a Santa Fe
Mexico, 67 per cent
ed him when he found he could not most unjust to involve all the others stop at anything to gain the upper ers. The Albuquerque Herald ipeaks B0W that town has en ordinance
st
3 in the PRODUCTION OF WOOL. Trailer, and in his youth had many an
the deadly cup."
I have suff- hand In the new state. It is up to the of the county jail as a "filthy jail
get five. There was an all nlgbt re- In their condemnation.
The report of the GOVERNOR OF exciting adventure. He was not marwould disgrace tbe name of a barbav- cess during at which a similar barter icient confidence In the moral integri- Republicans to watch them closely.
A REGRET.
NEW MEXICO says it produced ried. Surviving him are two brothers,
ous nation."
Sheriff Jesus Romero
as that at the state convention, was ty of our legislatures to be convinced
Writes
a
honest
Democratic
true,
last year 18,000,000 pounds. The wmiam van Arsdale. in the emploS
over the sheriff's convention
The splendid ticket nominated
finally made, George first retreating that the great majority of them have
by presided
soul, who loves New Mexico and Its
Department of Commerce and La- of the Santa Fe at La Junta, Colorado,
from a demand of five, then or lour, never bent the knee to Mammon
the Republicans ln Bernalillo county at the last legislature, that lobbied people and their
traditions, with all
bor says 19,000,000 and that there out rormeny of this city, and another
and finally landing three after a dis"'To give to the masses the right bas done much to simplify the situa- for still bigger fees for sheriffs and. the iorvnv nf
a Bjmlnt- -are
v
out
three and a halt million theep brother who resides at Montereyo.
a slice
ot
.
graceful haggle. Says the News In of annulling the acts of the legislature tion not only In that
county but succeeded ln getting
any, uruiuer, lBn I II poHBloie 10
in the state.
the public although not as big a slice
Mexico.
Is to substitute mob law for estab- throughout the state.
There are also three sisters,
part:
It assures that na
run
Mexico's
camNew
first state
tla nlnatad fr
TMc, mav hi n,vi.
2 is the place In UNAPPROPRIAT
one living in Salt Lake City,' another
"The committee on resolutions was lished law.
the Republican majority In the state
"
ED
AND
it
is
kind
of
"
UNRESERVED
tbe
in
LAND
but
noted
the
Its
was
when
state
will
gressiveness,
tt
of Washington and a third
'To recall a Judge Because his deexceed 10,000 and that Bernalillo
making
report
SUCH
in
parties, that
AREAS second only to Montana. at Shelby, Missouri. Jim was
that needs toa belot,FORGOT.
that tho convention had forgotten to cisions do not meet with popular ap- county will be safely moored in the retrogressive
progress! veness
proverBut the Dem- New Mexico had in 1890, 56,360,-00- bial for his
This matter proval Is an iiiBult to the dignity, Republican column by a big majority. has made the crawfish proverbial anil ocratl
organize permanently.
honesty, his kind heart, his
D'ufuItlck(
wltn 8od
20 years after, in 1910,
the whole crowd of progressive
was taken up and the temporary or- the Independence, and the
acres;
It is admitted that it took some
nature
and
gentle
his all around
iuxsu tu juuuou uuui,
wuj, uu vuy
it has gone to 36,000,000.
of our Judiciary. Far less mento nominate so good a ticket, ridiculous In the fPt of the public.
ganization made permanent.
knowledge of persons and places in
didn't It?"
1 New
to the New Mexico.
"Before proceeding with the nomi acing to the commonwealth is an oc- because in all parties, the men who
Mexico,
according
The New Mexican, too, had hoped
census of the Department of Comnations, a motion prevailed that a casional corrupt or
The funeral of Mr. Van Arsdell
Incompetent work hardest to secure delegates are
The Democratic bosses begseil that the first state campaign could be
merce and Labor is the state that takes
committee of seven be named to
Judge than one who would be the not always those best fitted for office, Marcellno Garcia and Francisco
place at 4 o'clock this afternoon
conducted without personalities. This
has
the
least
MORTGAGES
famfer with a like committee named by habitual slave of a capricious multl-- l but tbe Bernalillo county ticket was
in
The Rev, B. Z, McCullough will
of Banta Fe to take the nomlnahas been made Impractical
by the
ilies holding homes;
658' mortthe Progressive Republicans in re- tude, who has always his ear to the nominated by the County convention tlon for state auditor
the Democratic
during
but the New
gages. New Jersey, for exampla
gard to a fusion ticket. The commit ground trying to find out the verdict with only an eye to the fltntss of the' state convention, but both were can- - Mexloan has
retrained
studiously
has 62.000;
tee was appointed and took up the of the people.
134,000',
Virginia,
ana
success
tne
candidates
of the nv enoiurh tn decline the lemon. They fmm attar.ht
h
nr.
LAMY GIRL FINDS
hv.(o
work, The Progressives asked that
Washington, 45,000. I might add
"'The constitution of the United party principles. Here is a lesson to nnaiiy put on Krancisco a. Manzana- - candidate for any office, and has been
FIANCE IN JAIL.
that In HEALTH and SUNSHINE
they be allowed to name five places on ptates Is the palladium of our liber-th- e Santa Fe county Republicans which res, Jr., Imagining that the name of censured for that
by some of its own
It Is also first, although our statis
ticket leaving seven places for the tlei, and our landmarks in our march they might do well to emulate on a
Trinidad,
20.
Colo.,
Oct.
would
cover
the
father
Arriving
up
friends. It has had to refer to the
great
tics on that point are not very ao here yesterday from
Democrats. The committee reported of progress. That Inst rument Tina Monday,
It Is true, the party in unfitness of his namesake son. But professional unfitness of some of the
Lamy, Santa Fe
curate.
back to the convention, and the prop been framed by the anxious cares and Santa Fe county Is united, Is
county, N. M Miss Josephine Wheelcertain, they were mistaken. The candidate's candidates and the Obliquity of their
er found Ned Sherman, the man whom
osition was not accepted. The com- enlightened zeal of the fathers of the ui
viciury uut ii can greatly increase habits and capacity were too well acts and pretensions In relation to
she
was to have met and married, in
mittee was sent back and made a Republic. Its wisdom has been tested their majority by nominating only the known to Tool
even the dyed
The New Mexican was under the
the public, but even there, has not
counter proposition. The matter of nnd successfully proved after a trial best fitted and most
backwoods Demo- - gone to the lengths with which the impression that W. C. McDonald was the city Jail. Miss Wheeler lost no
respected men wool,
time in buying a ticket hnclr tn W
the naming ot the candidate for the of a century and a quarter. It has for county office.
crats. Therefore the change at this Democratic nrssa from the first an- - the second choice of the Democratic home.
8herman Is charcer! with tho
legislature appeared to be the bone weathered the storms of the country
late
from Mnnzannres to Del- - saulted the head of the Republican convention for governor, but Is painmoment
theft of $35 from the Harvev house
of contention by a few of the Demo- which Is passed, and It should be
Haisermnn admits that gado.
It must be admitted that Del- - ticket.
Mexican has been ed to learn that he was really third at
The
New
In
crats whose chief stock
trade seem trusted for the centuries
Lamy, where both he and the girl
to come. the Democratic Thornton administra- gttdo has
the ticket at offered affidavits and transcripts from choice and such a third cholcel The
were employed. He is being held here
ed to be calling names. The Progres- What has been good enough for our tion was rotten. Of course, his Dem- one of Its strengthened
weakest points, but it is public records at Washington, at Ban-als-o Trinidad Chronicle News after seeing
sives agreed to relinquish this office, fathers ought to be good enough for ocratic allies may not like this, but
the arlval of offloers from
certain that Frank will be sorry ta Fe and elsewhere, exposing the Paz Valverde, Democratlo nominee for awaiting
New Mexico.
provided they be given the other four us. Every change either In the po- he was frank enough to declare from that he listened to the Blren voice
Rocky Mountain Newa
private life and public misdemeanors Congress, declares: "The Democratlo
and be assured that a strong candi- litical or religious world, is not a re the platform at Raton this week, that that caused
him to be so foolhardy of some of the candidates on the nomination for governor was offered
date be named for the legislature. formation
Better tO bear thnHA Ilia! "the Credit for the lmnrovemont In 'as n
run
t4nl..at
r.r.,1
hot
n,(M
acrnlnaf Wllllnm Volnn atati.
him on a silver platter but he refused
Lame back Is one of the most com
h.
.ml tn
The Democrats turned this proposal we have, than to fly to others that, the financial condition of New Mexico ;G. Sarcent for state auditor.
He refuse to nubllsh them. It counts this it."
Refused by Paz Valverde and mon forms ot muscular rheiimatlnm
down, thinking probably that after we know not of. Every man that mn was due almost entirely to fnrmnr nrnimhi
tn w c
A few
1,1,1,,. ,nr iu'nn it.
tt thou hnnriori
th nnminotinn
applications of Chamberlain's
having gained one point they might about waving a new panacea for social Governor Otero," who at that tlmeit was considerably marked down ln is merely adherance to Its own sense What will the British stockholders Liniment will
relief. For sale
give
as well take the whole thing. The evils Is not to be worshiped as a was a Republican.
3.
of
when
and
since
of
hear
October
it?
all
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say
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roal, honest man, a competent man
a good man, TAKE MB!' " (Cbeera.)
Discusses Flood.
The speaker then referred to Con
gressman Flood and Bald that he la
called a brilliant man, a man In ' the
high council! of the nation, and a
man who evidently means well. He
aid he would endeavor
to follow
some of his arguments on the blue

time to visit several important places.
Hope sent a large delegation to ArteBEEG
sla to invite Mr. Bursum. The Plains
country Is also anxious to hear and see
the most talked ot man in the state.
FAVORS DEER
AFTER OVATION!
E
SQUARE DEAL Inspection of Irrigation 8yitrm.
first assistant secreSamuel
Adams,
j
tary of the Interior, F, H. Newell, di
Bursum Campaign Party Are Hunters So Far Seem to Better Roads and Better rector of the reclamation service, and Says People of East fCnow
Say Larrazola, Replying to
W. M. Reed, the district engineer for
ballot, on making the constitution ot
Have Failed to Get Any
Virginian, a Criticism of
About As Little As Some
Schools Advocated by
Making Brilliant CamNew Mexico, spent the entire day
New Mexico easier of amendment.
Constitution
OSteaks
Venison
H.
Bursum
yesterday In the Inspection of the
paign on East Side
8hould Be Stable.
People Out Here
Carlsbad project. In the morning they
Mr. Larrazolo Bald that he would
saw
and
at
the
reservoirs
McMillan
not speak tis Infallible on the subject
DEFENDS
SPIESS
BURSUM whether or not It is desirable to vote OVERFLOW WEETAT ROSWELL C. D. MILLERJIUT ROSWELL BIG MEET AT US CRUCES Avalon and inspecled the Improve- TRACHOMA ISGREAT MENACE
ments now under way and considered
for the amending of the constitution,
further Improvements that may be
but he added: "The fundamental law
Lato the advantage of the project.
Says He Is Not Involved in the
Appeals to All New Mexico to should have a certain degree of per- Last Evening at Carlsbad and Fish Car Comas Here Tommor Republican Campaign Party ter
in the day they went over the
Received
row With More Fish to Stock
manency, stability, durability. What
at
Suit Against " Pussyfoot"
Evening
Bring Proof of Charges
Enthusiastically
canals and paid especial attention to
Is this constitution but a solemn com
CrucesStreams.
the
Las
AnaDona
Him.
Johnston.
In
where
excessive.
is
Against
seepage
points
pact ot the citizens ot a commonThe officers of the water users' assowealth with the Federal government.
ciation were In attendance. The water
"Where are all the deer?" it the Special to the New Mexican.
Holm 0. Bursum is receiving a reThat Henry Delaware Flood, the and the government of other states
Declaring that the people of the
' Democratic congressman
who has and all the
whom we ception on the east side of the terri- question sportsmen are asking all
Las Crucca, N. M., Oct. 21. H. O. users were also givn an opportunity east know Just as little about, the In
to
alBO
tho
any
that
Is
any
present
Mexico.
over
New
grievance
It
quesas
is
indi
the
on
it
onedlan
as
dlfand
come out from Virginia with its
necdg aB ,ome of the
gratifying
Buraum and A. B. Fall arrived
invite by that solemn declaration to tory that is
to make send us wealth to develop our natural cative of a much larger Republican tlon that the friends of sportsmen ml,hh,lni1 tri jMdav moraine, and might have or offer suggestions for peopie who live right close to the In- New Mexico's an easily amended in- - resources and people to Oil our land? vote in Democratic strongholds than are asking the hunters who return were met at the traln, Djr a lai.gfl iel. improvements. The matter of enlarg dlan pueblos, United States Indian
ing the project was gone over care Commissioner R. G. Valentine disBtrument, should wake up to the fact if this declaration Is a good one, if the moBt sanguine bad anticipated, home with no venison.
egatlon of representative Republicans.
Discussing the matter this morn- - The pafty ,e(t for Dona Ana after fully the matter being presented by cussed at length last night the work
that the people of New Mexico are civ- - it has stood the approval ot Congress The personal magnetism ot the Re- a
committee of water users.
in which he is engaged and some of
Ulzed American ' cltlzenB
and not and the. President of the United publican candidate for governor, bis 'n8 Game and Fish Warden Thomas breaktest n ,lx touring cars, to
The party, left for El Paso In a spe- the problems that confront blm.
Phas done so much to
HottentotB, was the declaration of Oc-- states, I fail to tee why It should be
& metlng called for 10
sincerity, his rugged integrl- - - Gable who
dregB
Pecos.
.
to
commis
cial
Indian
The
w
s
oca
me
Mr. Valentine came to the city yes- game
taviano A. Larrazolo In a speech he amended to suit one man, Mr. H. D, ty, and the fact that be is near to the
Qn (hfl arrlva, &t Dona Ana tn(J new sioner will Join the
party later and terda)r afternoon from the Santa
Mexico and make them a hunter's
made to a Splendid audience at the Flood. (Laughter and applause.)
be crowded.
to
was
found
schoolhouse
people, that be has not grown away
some time will be Bpent on the reserv Clara Indian pueblo. He was accom"There can be no doubt
"The first question that capital will from them, and because his words paradlse:
Capitol last night.
Bursum spoke in Spanish on the plat- - ations In Arizona
investigating Irriga- panied by B. Johnson, inspector of Inof New have the ring of honest conviction.
An Ovation.
ask is, 'Is the constitution
VhY, form of the party and on valueof a Re.
"i"
tion matters now under consideration. dian schools, from
'
were Mexico a good one?' Second, 'How make him a friend wherever he shakes
Mr. Larrazolo's
utterances
Washington and
'
business
a
as
administration
publican
tor
m(m who
with whom he has been visiting the
cheered to the echo and as he con- - long will It last?" Now, what assur-- a band.
. . ,Um hlll lt ,. ,
,,
. proposition. Judge A. B. Fall followIndian pueblos on the coast
cluded his discourse, appealing to the ance have we to offer Investing milon statehood GRAND CHAPTER AND COM- At Portales and Clovls.
deer Juat now ar eI. ed with a short address
r
Mr. Valentine la still a young man,
Mn
MANDERY OFFICERS INSTALL.
Spanish-Americacitizens in partlcu- - Hons that our constitution is not
both
enthuslaawere
and
the
Oct.
19. Bursum,
speakers
N.
M.,
be
to
due
Clovis,
This
may
tremely shy.
apparently of boundless energy and
to defeat former Governor Miguel ing to be wiped away at the sollcltaaddressed large the dryness which makes it very easy tically received,
Mann
and
Clancy
Masonic Officials In the Jurisdiction possessed of a pleasing personality.
A. Otero for the state senate from tion of some agitator?. That compact
at Portales and at Clovis for them to hear the slightest sound.
H. B. Holt on County Issues.
As assistant to Francis E. Leupp for
of New Mexico for the Enthis district on the ground that Mr. should not be changed except when meetings afternoon and
At Deer have not only a very line scent
H. B. Holt spoke in a short address
evening.
years he has learned much about the
Year.
Otero had deserted his party and was such a change is urged by a decided Monday
suing
Clovis Judge W. A. Havener presided, but also hearing that is acute.
Indian and his affairs and now as Inparticularly on county Issues. Leavashamed of the Spanish language and majority of the people. FOUR-FIFTHa large and enthusiastic
Mountain Lions Are Busy.
ing Dona Ana the party arrived In Me.
The following officers of the Grand- dian commissioner, who prefers to
the Spanish race, the speaker was OF ALL THE CONSTITUTIONS OF At Roswell band
wild
and in autos, greeted
crowd with
"The mountain lion and the
silla In time for an afternoon meeting Masonic bodies, in addition to the ride In the saddle and go through a
given an ovation. It was several THE UNION ARE MORE DIFFICULT
and cat are preying hard on the deer. in the auditorium of the new school-escorte- Grand Lodge, were Installed at Albu- pueblo rather than around It to get
minutes before quiet was restored OF AMENDMENT THAN OUR CON-an- d the compalgn party at the depot,
a
man
some
eventime
ago
it to the hotel. In the
Information at first hand, he Is the
At Mogollon
house. Fully tour hundred represen-in- querque last week:
STITUTION. (Shouts of applause.)
the next speaker could begin.
the National Guard armory was was arrested on the charge of killing tative citizens were waiting the
S. Spitz, Santa Fe, grand high man Uncle Sam depends on to help
Catron and Spleas.
Crawfished.
be
season
and
that
out
of
lisproved
was
deer
800
Bursum
with
who
of
the speakers and
fully
people
vaj
to Congress Thomas
priest; Nathan Jaffa, Santa Fe, grand Poor Lo.
..g0 j Bayi ourg is reasonably easy
had been
in
receiyed with an ovation of applause. king; C. 0. Young, Albuquerque, depu- - ' "I am profoundly Interested
and 0f amendment. It Is true, that Mr. tened attentively to the addresses by he found the deer after lt
B. Catron opened the meeting
a mountain lion. The deer
"I
Big Meetnfl at Las Cruces.
ty grand high priest; A. W. Pollard, sanitation," said Mr. Valentine.
Charles A. Spiess of Lai Vegas closed Fi00d, when he came here to discuss Bursum, Mann and Clancy. Former killed by
M. Hervey presid- - are naturally very mucn airaia or
In tte evenng tDe Las Cruces cltl- - Deming, grand scribe; A. J. Maloy, Al- - may be called a crank on that subject
It, each making short but fervent ad- - tis subject, appears to have lost his Attorney General J.
ed. An overflow meeting ot several tnese animals ot prey ana are con urna tnrnpit nut with thfl ffwateflt. nnen buquerque, grand treasurer; A. A. but I think It Is of sufficient Import-Keedresses.
temper somewhat, simply because of
on the alert to avoid their air demonstration and torch
I
Albuquerque, grand secretary, ance to occupy much attention.
light par-The First Regiment band discoursed ceriain questions propounded him by hundred was addressed by Bursum, stantly
toes.
ine mcue. i u .
and
Grand Lecturer E. S. McNatt, Ar- - believe that the problem of trachoma
Robinson
at
Will
the
ade ever witnessed In the county. A
Curry
of
Sena,
Hall
asked
was
to
the
Repremusic, marching
the press of the state. He
the
constant
in
one
Is
slsta
a
tiring
serious
among the Indians
notlceaD featurof the parade wa8 tesia.
sentatives and playing there at the to ten how the constitution of Vlr- - Court House. Bursum In plain, deer until Anally pursuit,
they rest and then (ne act
Grand Chaplain W. R. Walton, and requires the most stringent efthe home
torcheg were carried y
opening and close of the meeting.
glnla was amendable and which was straightforward manner, at
wonder
No
that
are
to
from
Its
upon
forts
pounced
ravages
prevent
men The
Albuquerque.
rg
Hagerman, explained the hun ter must
Throughout the evening there was more difficult to amend, his or ours, of
as crowded to the door, when the Grand Captain of the Host R. M. growing worse.
the greatest enthusiasm. The inter- - H. i.efu8ed to answer and declared the Hagerman charges and was Inter
"I believe that the government Inmlh,de. Parade arrived for the speaking, and Parsons, Roswell.
preters, George W. Armljo and Acasio tnat the Republicans were retreating rupted by cheers again and agaia
should be absolutely santo from the issue! What a statement! If Every where, the campaigning party Is gets sight
A. Gallegos, had a difficult task
it was with difficulty the crowd se- - Grand Principal Soujourner C. B. dian schools
nlnaa tn th tfoot fnnrprt nnlmRiit "
itary and that the benefits of sun and
Morrill, Silver City.
room
translate the American Idioms Into he was not retreating, who was? (Ap- - belng well received, and the voters
Mr. Gable admitted that since the carei standing
Grand Royal Arch Captain John fresh air should be the Indian's as
are enthusiastic.
mellifluous Spanish.
The party left for
plause.)
well as the white man's."
uimii nnmul n wwli aen. he has Better Roads. Better Schools. Square Spring, Clayton.
uu tuu
Give It to Him.
v.aw.uau Uu
The Blue Ballot.
Deal
venison suppers. It
not neard of
Mr. Valentine said that he had InD
A.
Third
Veil
Grand
Master
ruces.
Mr.
In introducing Mr. Larrazolo,
H. O. Bursum was Introduced by
7lrglnia, goes to Las l
"He asked: .What has
Ig thought, however, that some hun-spected the Santa Clara reservation
Tucumcarl.
Goldenberg,
sevCatron declared that there are
2.000 miles away, got to do with New
ter will make good ere the feason Mark B. Thompson with a complete
Grand Master Second Veil J. A and would prefer not to give out hia
eral questions the voters should un- - Mexico?' And in reply I say, that If the
as to conditions. He said
After exposure and when you teel Is over, otherwise the deer will fur-- vindication- of charges made by op-- Rutledge, Watrous.
opinion
one
no
but
before
have
state
derstand
voting,
a cold coming on, take Foley's Honey nish repasts for tne mountain lion position, the chairman
peopie 0f Virginia and their
Introducing
Grand Master First Veil W. A. that today he would start for the
has any rlgnt to interfere witn a voter. nothing to do with the great Issues and Tar Compound. It checks and re- - and his aggressive pal, the wild cat court records to show that Bursum
Pima reservation in Arizona.
Chapman, Raton.
Continuing he said:
out here, then what, in the name ot lieves. Use no substitute. The genMore Flih Are Coming.
had not been compelled to pay the
Indians in 26 States.
Grand Sentinel Paul Teutsch, Al"We as Republicans have very fixed common sense, has Mr. Flood, a citl- - uine in a yellow package always For
He said that there are Indiana In
A government fish car will arrive in territory, but the contrary waa the
buquerque.
ideaa on some matters. For instance, Mn
virelnla. residing 2.000 miles sale by all druggists.
26 states of the Union, even In old
Santa Fe tomorrow night, making case. Bursum made an address that
Grand Commandery.
we do not believe in the adoption of aWay, got to do with us? (Laughter
the third car that comes to the ter-- WaB received with bursts of applause
where the survivors of the
R. E. Grand Grand Commander-Jo- hn Florida,
The that gave evidence ot the interest felt
In the past few days.
what is called the blue ballot, to mane and sh0yta 'Give It to him!")
Seminole warriors are still residing.
rltory
Silver
J.
Kelley,
City.
amend..t 8hau read for you
the constitution more easy of
ear will bring fish which will go to by the crowd, and in concluding gave V. E.
something
"They seem to be getting along
just received a telegram from
Deputy Grand Commander
ment We also believe that in the aD0Ut the constitution of Virginia and have
and thB nlatform of his camDaien- as bet- pretty well, too," he added, "looking
Solomon Luna at Albuquerque that the Clovis section of the country
Roswell.
J.
Wilson,
W,
New
for
of
SUCgood government
as Silver City.
interest
after themselves perhaps more than
you wlll Bee that jt takes TWO
ter roads, better schools, equel suf
Bernalillo county will give 500 ma- as far south
E. Grand
Generalissimo A. N. other
Mexico during the next five years you CESSIVE legislatures to amend tho
For ths Treasury.
Indians."
to the Republican column des- frage to native as well as other vo Pratt, Carlsbad.
Pashould vote the Republican ticket to constitution In that state. With us, jority
Rufus
Asked If he did not think the InJ.
Territorial Treasurer
nltA tho atntomAntfl nf iha AlhnniiAr.
ters, and a square deal to all.
E. Grand Captain General L. H. dian
be better off with less
f'1""111
sum
would
put the Republican party in control only one session Is necessary. Now,
len
recelvd theT
que Journal. (Hisses at the name ot
A. A. Jones, MeGUI, Et"al.
Chamberlain, Albuquerque.
of that government
if the medicine the gentleman (Mr. Journal )
,or the trea8ury: I G. Pearson,
paternal solicitude on the part of the
A.
Grand
E.
Senior
W.
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Certain lt is from a sanitary
to tho constitutions of various
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DemoMr. ani
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Charles D. Miller of Santa Fe, terrl-i- n and the personal interest of
cratic party leaders was alone respon- Albuquerque.
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Mr. Valentine Bald that It la not
The speaker went Into the subject get out a heavy vote and Colfax coun- man of the board of county commit and intelligent audience greeted H. O.
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E.
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Guard- generally known that the Indian has
Captain
fore him, replying to point after deeply and pointed out that compared ty will give the Republicans a THOU sioners, who Is some road man. him- Bursum at the new People's theater Paul Teutsch, Albuquerque.
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'
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THe SUMMER'S PRECIPITATION,
uruf MPXiRira r.pnpft.
NOT POLITICAL.
ECONOMIC,
platform for osmpul stood on the wool industry, wjilch
publican Hate
This baa been a fairly good crop
The year 1909 was one of drouth vThe Republican- - party took - the sory Insurance of workmtfn against alone supports more than 30,000
in hazardous employments, was pie In the new state and they have year and what made it suoh were the
and disaster to the dry farmers in broad, the logical standpoint at Its
no1
to
It
made
that
New Mexico.
Yet, the crop statistics state convention
when It declared his Idea. It was he who saw
reply,
seasonal rains which had been lackfor that year were those taken by that the attitude of the voters toward the constitution created a corporation
They have been shown that the ing during the four years
preceding.
will
be
It
his
of
business
In
Industrial
the
a
strike
whose
matter
the
decennial
in
census
not
the
greatest
commission,
counting the "Blue Ballot" Is
Charles E. Llnney, seotlon director of
of noses and of national wealth. The party fealty.
The Democrats took the not only to regulate but to see to it tory of England and probably of the the U. 8. Weather Bureau at Santa Fe,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBL1SMIR8.
census did not take Into account one narrow, the demagogic view when that workmen are given a square deal world was for a LIVING WAGE and has JuBt compiled a table and
a map
'
FRANK sTURGES,
PAUL A. F .WALTER
that It took place in the home of the
of New Mexico's staple field
crops, they made a party question of it
by corporations.
showing the precipitation at various
Vice President.
Editor and President '
And why shouldn't H. O. Bursum be foreign cattle barons, for whom W. C.
The New Mexican Is receiving let
beans, nor such products as chile, nor
In
New Mexico from March 1
points
CHA8. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
the products of gardens and orchards, ters from businessmen in every part In sympathy with the ambitions of McDonald, their candidate for govern- to October 1, and
r.
Secretary-Treasurethereby Indicating
General Manager.
At least not In the bulletin issued of New Mexico breathing a desire for 'intelligent workmen and Union labor? or. Is the New Mexico manager.
where dry farming hnd the essentials
They have been shown that the land of success as far as
today by the census bureau under the a period of quiet for development ror He is not the employe of any British
Entered at Second Class aMtter at the Santa Fe Postofflcfl.
moisture is conHe has no wage slaves In England Is gone, that the skilled
heading: "New Mexico Crop Statis- New Mexico, of stability, of rest from corporation.
at least during the present
He is a working- - workman can hardly exist, that Eng- - cerned,
tics." These statistics confine them political agitation. Under ordinary working for him.
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Of
ln
year.
the higher moun-taicourse,
12.50 selves to cereals, to other grains and circumstances, the election on Novem- man himself, has been one from hoy- land Is the originator and today the
t .25 Dally, six months, by mail
Dally, per week, by carrier
regions and on the more elevated
five hood on, and has everything In com- - only exponent of Free Trade and a
followed by
75 Weekly, six months
1.00 seeds, to bay and forage crops, to po ber 7, would be
Dally, per month, by carrier
the
average annual rainfall
plateaus,
hemp and years of such freedom to develop the mon with the man who toils In the landed aristocracy in the world,
65 Weekly, per year
2.00 tatoes, tobacco, cotton,
Dally, 'per month, by mall
for sweat of his brow to earn a living.!
They have been, asked where they is always heavier than on the plains
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
50 broom corn, and that in the terrible resources of this commonwealth,
Dally, per year, by mall
ln
the
and
lower
river valleys and In
1909.
drouth year of
Still, the totals whatever elections are held during There will be no flunkies at his door stand on the question of free trade
that in the Executive office, nor will It be and. tneprorecllon of home Industries such portions ss the upper '. Pecos,
figure up almost $10,000,000 as the that period, are of a character
Official paper of santa fe county.
the Sacramento
value of the yield of the above .crops, would not Interfere with business, no necessary for the horny handed son and the paying of decent, respectable: Johnson's - Mesa,
Mountains, farming without irrigation
The New Mexican Is the oldest news paper in New. Mexico. It Is sent to and the per cent Iqf -increase' in:' ten matter what their outcome.
of toll to send in an engraved visit- - wages to, the man who tolls.
'
i
But should you make the constitu lng card when ho comes to see tho . They have been shown that D. A. docs hot even assume the aspects ot
every postofftce in the Territory, and has a large and growing escalation years Is ivnrvelous.
..
;
The leading field crops of the ter- tion more easily amendable, the elec- first state governor at the Executive 0rant who owns the controlling stock "dry", farming. '
.
,
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
All over the Territory, except In
ritory for l!09i ranked In- the order tion of November 7 this year would Mansion or a the Capitol, for Holm "In their chief newspaper organ, was
of valuation, were; Hay and forage, be only the beginning ot a constant O Bursum
is a working man and. Indicted for bringing in cheap labor the central pprtion comprising Santa
wheat, period of agitation that would lay therefore a friend of the worklngmen lu Arizona because he would not pay Fe, San Miguel, Mora, Bernalillo and
corn, $984,000;
$1,470,000;
corn
$4,470,000; corn, $984,000; gaffir
business and prosperity low. A man and Union labor.
Up to two years the wages asked by the Amorlcan southern Union counties, and ln the
and nillo maize, $392,000; and pota- whalnvestB capital, who develops re-- ago he was part owner of tho New workman.
extreme southwestern portions comtoes $235,000.
enterIn
j Mexican
an
sources, who engages
Printing company and al-- i They have been shown that tho pub- prising southern Dona Ana, Otero, Lu-n- a
a
complaint sufficient to constitute
For the decade ending 1909, hny and prise that Is to last more than a day, ways Insisted that the New Mexican He domain In Texas the great landed
and Grant counties, there was a
cause of action and the action was forage showed an Increase of 281,051 looks ahead. He wants to know as
employ only Union labor, although state of the Union has been squand-fa- r slight excess over the average ln predismissed with the Judge McGill's acres, or 321.7 per cent Starting
BURSUM AND GOOD ROADS
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jail, the escape of an eleventh, accord
he expected in one Just entering upon News and Statistics and the question California; a paper at present sub as soft as those of W. C. McDonald, excess of $2,000,000. .
Candidate W. C. McDonald
fnn.
ing to the Albuquerque Herald, being
arises, If .the, mere fear can thus de- servient to Felix Martinez,' the El et, that Is no reason why any worka profession as great as the law,
have
been confronted with thj frustrated because
They
hfl and hla Brltleh corpor- Poo-Baand millionaire;
he stumbled over
the man should turn on him
His first case over in the Fifth dis- press business what would not the Paso
fact that the same gang of Democratic a
and
vole
kettle of beer which stood In the T T.
my land" from tha
trict was unfortunately dismissed be- reality bring in the way of panic, en- paper that supports a state ticket against him.
.
bosses, the same political methods.
..m., ui new Mexico.
corridor.
Mr, Romero with wlnira
fore It got anywhere, It being appar- forced Idleness, low wages and soup that has upon it ten lawyers out of
Holm 0. Bursum has expressed hlm-- i tne same personal alms and objects, Jailtoo
He
was
even in doubt as to his beis
ludicrous a figure to Inspire
The slgnlhcant Industrial sixteen candidates and land barons Relf forcibly
ent that the court did not have Juris- houses.
the manager of more than one
against employing con- that ran the Thornton administration, confidence
or admiration In
In every guise. Flel It Is to laugh.
the ing
vict labor in competition with free and the Felix Martinez Unlonist-Popu-ils- t
diction, a trilling matter if is true, feature of the statement Just publish
cause which he and the Journal os- corporation, for he Bald in a public adlabor.
that the eminent Jurist simply, per- ed Is the decline of nearly (12 000,000
In fact, when he was supergang, are now the chief motive tensibly
dress at Albuquerque: "I
of
Pro
Jesus
the
represent,
In
Romero,
revenues.
president
While
the
total
freight
before
overlooked
represent a
upintendent
ln
entering
the Democratic party and
of the Penitentiary,
haps,
he
corporation, perhaps several," with
revenues have thus far this year In gressive League, sheriff of Bernalillo adopted a
on the litigation.
have
been
the convicts they
to tell the peothat
asked
policy
put
sort
of
a
two
reminiscent, "haven't I seen
years collected to work, but not on labor that depriv-e- d i"
But undismayed by this trilling set creased $29,205,468 over 1910, the ex- county, the past
is noi, merely a "inooa" But a
uemocianc party is now!
you before" dreamy look ln his
eyes,
back, we again find the Judge In pense has Increased $87,603,983; taxes $12,239 for feeding jail prisoners, even
any free workman of his nay or his
worthy of trust than ln the days luge that will thunder back to the
Mr.
McDonald
Is
ten
The
he
after
let
increased
two
escape,
$4,605,998, and there is no
years Job.
court on a later date, but again the
entirely too forget
In the Constitutional Conven when It bankrupted
New Mexico in Democratic House On NovemTwr ' n nil of his
of
same
for
the
before
the
bill
revival
traffic
service
in
freight
sight until
tion he was foremost ln putting loss than four years and maintained "No blue ballot for ubI We can
corporation-fates were against him, for the court
. ba
gov- - and land ronmLin.
J"Bt
unfortunately held that the eminent after the Presidential election next was $4,206 less. Reform comes high through the abrogation of the fellow
reign of terror in San Miguel county, ern ourselves. We are a free people
to u '
of a
the
and
the
his'
thB
la
in
taxpayer
pays
stated
not
had
facts
piper.
servant law, and the plank In the Re- - They have been asked where they and a free state!"
Jurist
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CANDIDATES ON THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
--

ran

BURSUM

TAKES

...

J

i

The Republican! Hold Rally
That Makes Many Votes
for Ticket
BALLOT, GOOD SCHOOLS

CLEAN

'.

'

:

:

....

i

J
WILLIAMS.

HUGH

XXXXXXXXXXSXXXX
Age, 35 years.

X

CANDIDATE

GEORGE W. ARMIJO.
FOR CORPORATION COMMISSIONER.

XSXSXXXXSXXXSX"X3

government and an unselflBh Interest
ifl "civic affairs. He has not only serv- Valencia $ ed as a member of the city board of
x education in which he stood for pro-Scio-n
County.
of one of the oldest Xjgress and progressive measures, but
and most distinguished families XI he has alBo served several terms in
In New Mexico history.
"
XHhe city council, and to him in part is
Educated In Christian Bro-- X due the present great progress that
thers College at St. Louis.
X Santa Fe Is making In municipal im- Her has served on a
Rough Rider under Theodore X provements.
Roosevelt.
V number of territorial boards and In
X
at
Wounded
1905 was the chief clerk of the legis
Las Guaslmas.
Was Member of the City, lative house. He was chief clerk
,
School Board.
,
of
the Constitutional Convention and
h
as such won laurels.
Ia Member City Council.
Is Probate Clerk.
Public Spirited.
Chief Clerk of Legislative
As probate clerk, Mr. Armljo has
House.
brought his office up to the highest
Chief Clerk of Constitutional
Btandard of modern business methods.
Convention.
Illustrative of the Interest he takes In
Married and has one son,
the old town and- - in the history of
Theodore
Roosevelt
Armljo,
his people, was the part he took at
is
whose godfather
great expense to himself, In the De
Roosevelt.
Vargas Pageant at Santa Fe on July
4, when he appeared as Don Diego de
StXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS Vargas. Thus,
In whatever demand
nomiGeorge W. Armljo Is the only
the public has made upon him lie has
state
ticket
nee on the Republican
been ready to respond liberally.
who halls from Santa Fe county and
Shed His Blood for the Nation,
even he Is a native of Valencia county
It Is no wonder, therefore, that
where he was born at Peralta, March when the call for volunteers to go to
16, 1877, the scion of a distinguished Cuba went forth
during the Spanish-America- n
and ancient family that has given
war that he joined the
New Mexico many of its statesmen,
Rough Riders and went with them to
soldiers and moulders of public opin- Cuba. - He was named sergeant of
J.
ion, Including the late Colone
his company and at Las Guaslmas
Franco Chaves.
George W. Armljo was wounded, but his zeal was such
Is proving worthy of that ancestry
that he rejoined his regiment the
and 1b already hewing for himself a moment he had sufficiently recovered
as
commonwealth
In
the
large place
Roosevelt thought so
a soldier, a citizen an official and a
highly of the young Rough Rider that
leader.
he acted as godfather to Armljo's only
Has Liberal Education.
son, Theodore Roosevelt Armljo, when
educaa
received
the latter was baptized In the Cathed
good
Mr. Armljo
tion under the Christian Brothers at ral.
St. Louis, where life in a large AmeriFrom 1902 to 1903, Armljo served
can city gave him that polish, and as assistant postmaBter and has been
ability to deal with men and con- active on a number of territorial
ditions that are requisites for leader- boards.
He is a fine speaker end 1b
ship.
equally at home in English and Span
He is a young man of polished
ish.
Held Many Positions of Honor.
Is a
When he returned to Santa Fe he land attractive personality and
at once took an active part In' local notable ngure wnerever ne goes.
X

Age 34 years; '
Native of Peralta,

X

FORMER PRESIDENT OF
SANTA FE IS DEAD.
Henry Strong
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Railroader and farmer.
Native of North Wales.
Came to United StateB when
he was 4 years old.
His father was a miner at
Leadvllle, Colorado, In 1881.
Moved to Slaver City In 18S2.
To Deming in 1884. Has lived
there since.
In " 1889 was married to
daughter of Colonel DIok Hud.i
son,
Has been conductor on A. IV
S. P, for many years.
Has acquired small farm In'
"
which he takes great pride'.-''
. Was grand chancellor of the
"
Kflights of Pythias." ' "'

has resided ever sine.
Married Colonel Hudson's Daughter.
On July 12, 1899, Mr. Williams was
married to Miss Mamie Hudson,
'daughter of Colonel Dick Hudson, one
!

'nf

tliA

hant lennwn

nltlzenfl

nf

NsB

Mexico.

Railroader Slnco Boyhood.
In early life Mr. Williams chose
railroading for his career, entered the
service of the A. T. & S. F. railway
and Is at this time one of the best
known and most efficient passenger
Mr.
y liX conductors on that . line.
been
st liamsj whole jlfe,. almost has
X alven to the railroad business, and by
i praqtlcal experience,
Intelligent study
Xtand observation baB attained a fitness
X for, .the office to which he aspires that
X will make him valuable to the state
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX and a credit to the Republican party.
Not a Politician.
He Is not a politician, has never
Hugh," as he is known among the
or
held
office, and was only
railroad hoys, was born at Corwen, sought
one- on account of
North Wales, July 21, 1870. With his nominated for this
his known ability to discbarge the
mother at the age of four yeara, he duties of commissioner, and his integcame to tljfl United Statea, and In 1881
rity, which assures a just decision ot
the family moved to Leadvllle, Colo., all questions which may coma before
minin
was
his
where
father
engaged
him for settlement.
ing. ;v-.Mr. Williams has been grand chan
In New Mexico Twenty-Nin- e
Yean.
cellor ot the Knights of Pythias' of
From this point the family, In 1882, New Mexico, and of late years has ac
moved to Silver City, Grant county, quired a small farm near Deming in
thence In 1884 to Deming, where he which he takes great pride.
It

1

4

D-

K

Mann.
Opposed to Competitive Convict Labor
was a political speaker given
, ..Never
m,ore courteous or more Interested at;
tentlon than that accorded Mr. Buri
sum. There was no effort at spread
., .,1a
npalnn hut ha ant rtirht dnwh
to brass tacks'and told the people what
i
i.
k
k
i,
a. t.
UC WUUIU
uju ffuou m, ivviv luv uu
He favored
of office next January.

.')

JUDGE CLARENCE- - J. ROBERTS,
Candidate for the Supreme Court. ,

t

X

X X X
3t X X X
X S
ftl9
years.
Native of Jefferson County,
...
Indiana. ...
...
o Taught school In winter and
attended normal school during
summer and winter.
Admitted to bar when 21
years old.
Elected district
attorney
when 23 years old.
Appointed county attorney
and served 190019O5.
Admitted to Colorado bar In

,,,

j

'G. 8ARGENT

WILLIAM

Of El Rito, Candidate for State Auditor.
,

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

apellation of 'Watch Dog."
From State of La Follette.
Mr. Sargent waB born at Janesville.
in..
He came
Wisconsin, 43 years ago.
X i. Came to New Mexico when
tc New Mexico when only ten years
X ten years old.
.
old and went to school at Tlerra Ann-X
In mercantile business at El
In early
rllla, Rio Arriba county.
X Rlto at early age.
X youth he joined his brothers
in a
Treasurer of . Rio Arriba
mercantile enterprise at El III to, also
X County for one term.
X in Rio Arriba county, and that has
X
Served as Territorial Audi- - X been his home ever since, although
X tor under four governors and Xj since he became auditor of New Mex- X one acting governor,
Xllco in 1901, that Is ten years ago, he
X
to many conven- - X has not only lived most of the time
Delegate-X tlons.
X in Santa Fe, but has invested largely
v.i,
X
Hard worker for upbuilding X In Santa Fe real estate and built a
X of New Mexico.
X number of modern residence houses.
X
X
Married and has children,
County Treasurer and Legislator.
X
Before he was appointed territorial
auditor, he served a term as county
He
of Rio Arriba county.
So many. call the life of William G. treasurer
has been a delegate to county and terterritorial
auditor, ritorial conventions and to one NaSargent, present
and candidate for state auditor on the
He has served
tional convention.
Republican ticket, an uneventful one several terms In the legislature and
s
because It has 'been free from
his firm, progressive convictions made
and because he is a quiet buil- him of real service to 'the people as
der rather than a loud talker, but he
a legislator.
Is the type of a class of businessmen
Mr. Sargent is married and has chiland oitizens who are creating the
dren.
His home circle Is an ideal
modern. New Mexico and are placing one. Mrs.
Sargent is a talented plant
It on a solid foundation of prosper
iste and a favorite In Santa Fe social
ity.
circles.
Watch Dog of the Treasury.
Threw Away His .Future.
A man who has so
M. A. Otero has resigned as treas
carefully and
watched over the urer of the Republican committee ana
conscientiously
funds of the commonwealth, who has accepted a nomination as state senscrutinized the expenditures of almost ator from Santa Ke county on the
ten million dollars and has been com- Democratic ticket.
As a long friend
pelled to call a halt more than once and admirer of Mr. Otero, we decline
claims presented, and yet, to comment, other than to say that
against
has retained his position under four the
mighty have fallen mighty low.
governors of divergent views, not to Had he kept his head, Mr. Otero
speak of the .interregnum
between would have been a strong man In the
the terms of Governor Hagerman and
fight for senator, might have been a!
Governor Curry when the late James 'most anything: In fact. As It Is ha Is
X

Aged 43 years.
Born at Janesville,

Wiscon--

.

X
X
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or must be a man of more than ordl' very young
He has well earned the Tribune,
nary parts.

well

Register

X
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at Madison, Indiana, and was admitt-

X ed to the Indiana Bar. when only. 21
X years of age.. . At the age ot M, he
X was elected district attorney and in
Xj 1900 was appointed county attorney
XI of Jefferson county. Indiana, serving
until 1905, when he went to Trinidad,
Colorado, there entering on the prac-

good roads and is opposed to prison
labor that comet into competition with
free labor.
Favors Clean Ballot
He spoke in favor ot a corrupt
practices act, a clean ballot, more and
better schools and an Industrial de
partment In our public schools where jg
the rich and poor alike can be taught x
useful trades and occupations; insur- - X
nnce of employes of public carriers X 1905.
and Is heartily in accord with the X - Moved to Raton from Triniprinciple that the public domain shall X dad In 1906.
in
Elected to legislature
be made easy to obtain by good men X
,.
1906,
In search of homes in the sunshine X
Author of district Irrigation
State.
law and friend of public
Boosts Irrigation Enterprise
schools.
He promised to do all that lies in his
Member of Constitutional
power to promote the development of
Convention.
Irrigation and to reclaim every foot of
Appointed judge of Supreme
land that can he brought under the
Court In 1910.
rose
as
to
blossom
the
plow and made
Has two sons.
Married.
He referred statistically to the reclaAn Elk, a Red Man, an Odd
mation of lands by pumping and paid
Fellow, and belongs to W. O.
the MlmbreB Valley a great compll- W. and Royal Arcanum.
merit of being the leader in this dlrec-XXXXXXXSXXXXXXH
tion. He pieagea mniseii io ue uiucra
booster of New Mexico along every
Judge Clarence J. Roberts is an
line that will make for a greater gran- H(J ha tne ,ega, mnd
(deaI
der state. Mr. Bursum made many
(he judica, polge and tne e,perlence
lv.
.reuu. ut ...
tnat coma only through actna' cou.t
openly stated on the streets this morn- practice.
But Judge Roberts is more
.
mg tnat no one can jook into nis nouHe ha. ven
est face and believe him capable of aDundant evidence as a constructive
, w maker aa . constitution builder,
doing wrong to any man.
!as a man of the people who can be
Fall Against Blue Ballot.
when justice demands it and mer- .Turf
Fall dwelt unon the constitu-'firtinn anil h lpiral nhases aa aDDlled ciful when mercy is called for by
to the present condition. The Judge those who are weak, downtrodden or
made s plain straight business talk neipiess
Made His Own Way.
that went directly to the hearts of his
hearers, explaining the perniciously
Judge Roberts was born in Jefferson
blue ballot, and the animus back of it. ' County, Indiana, in the year 1873. He
all had but a common school education
He answered very conscientiously
own way
Snooting the Rapidt In Japan Is when he started to make his
He taught scnooi in
well worth seeing. It's at the Elks' to- in the world.
school
normal
the
winter and attended
night.
of the arguments presented by H. B. 'at Mitchell, Indiana, during the spring
Fergusson who recently appeared be- and summer months,
fore a small audience in the
Young Disciple of Blackstone.
theatre.
At the age of nineteen he entered
a
Mann Witty Speaker.
the law office of Judge Perry E. Bear,
Judge Mann was the last speaker
on the program and proved himself
the wittiest political orator In the new DON'T BE TIRESOME;
vuuunn.
state. He Illustrate every point ny a
stTTta
witty story that went straight to the
meat of the matter. Both Judges That Is Advice Leading sunrageue
Gives to Women of the Unit- Fall and Mann created an excellent
ed States.
Impression by their speeches.
A Brilliant Success.
;
The meeting was presided over. hy
...
..uu.
means, was the con- Indirect
by
fraee
.,
deserved eloquent tribute to the
the
"
"
ers whom he Introduced. Mr. Bursum
lnn o( tbe
was accompanied by Judge and Mrs.
Araerlcan Woman Suffrage
Fall, Judge Mann, George W. Armljo,
'
w
... . -- o HB('flinDDU''"'MU"'
Tln.
lulled U. I.. u.ril.,
"Win n,iri tflfncrn
"Interest the indifferent women in
and the whole party unite In pronoun
.nmn reform, first of all." Mtss Kate
cing the meeting a great success. The
Orleans advised,
party was under escort of our Hugh M. Gordon of New
unman listens first with her
H. Williams, candidate for corporation
commissioner.
heart, then with her head," Miss Charity Dye of IndlanapollB said.
BODY OF MS8 LINNELL
"It Ib a fool question," Miss Mary
18 TO BE EXHUMED.
Wlnsor of Philadelphia declared, "to
ask women, 'Do you want to vote?"
I aBk
Deadly Poison Cup May Have Been In When I want a woman to vote,
Bath Robe In Which She Was
her 'Don't you wish we could decide
Burled.
whether we could have that 150,000
playground, rather tnan the men.t"
Boston, Mass., Oct. 24. In prepara
Miss Winsor electrified the convention for the special session of the tion
probably more than any of the
Suffolk grand 'ury next
Thursday, other speakers who gave their Ideas
V.
when the case of the Kev. Clarence
on "How to Interest the UninterestT. Rlcheson pastor of Immanuel Bapt- ed."
unist church of Cambridge, who is
She counseled militant methods,
der arrest on the charge of murdering and contended that almost any tactics
AvIb Llnnell, here on October 14, Dis not
positively tabooed were justlfiatrict Attorney Pelletler today went
he Mined.
th(
j
,nnj
over the evidence In the hands of tile
'vhalcv Tml rtn ,, ,hft advised ear- .
Witi ample financial
police officials.
,,- - Better he
backing, Richeson's lawyers will con- - vugar'
when th delegates laughed
"
"w
" . , Incredulously, she reiterated the ad- vice.
Llnnell today and have it brought'
"Yes, Indeed," she said. "This Is a
from Hyannls to Boston. Incidentally
be
It will be definitely known
whether vulgar age. Be loud, be yellow,
Better
the receptnble which contained the anything to be picturesque.
to exetremes than to bore people."
cyanide of potassium was left in the go
Mrs. Grace Gallatin Sewn, wire of
pockt of the bathrobe which was buof ConnectErneBt Thompson-Seton- ,
rled with the body.
icut, was none the less positive, though
more moderate In suggesting ways
HEAVY VOTE POLLED TODAY
and means, while Mrs. Susan W. Fitz- IN ARIZONA PRIMARIES.
Igerald of Boston put herself Into the
militant class when she cautioned the
Tucson, Ariz., Oct.
cuucampaigning for the first state pri- - delegates tney must not De too
mary brought out . heavy vote today scious" of "personal dignity" If they
wou.u
m
cule 01 Arizona.

..

,

Chamber-nue-

Special to t..e New Mexican.
Deming. N. M., Oct. 26. One of the
rallies
largest Kepublican political
ever held in Deming took place at the
Crystal Theatre last night, despite
the fact that no less than fifteen hun
dred people were mattendnnce at a
Btreet carnival and other attractions
held particularly for women and child
ren. The great theatre was a scene
of an animated throng of voters who
came to find out the truth of the present political situation. Stirring addresses were trade by Hon, H. O. Bur-suJudge a. D. Fall and Judge E. A.

ot

ave- - mous Catholic, once private
1200 Pennsylvania
lain to the pope, 1b dead here.
Denver, on Saturday. He was
'
Capel was born in 1836 and was one
82 years old.
and vice principal of
In every quarter of the globe Henry of the founders
College Hammer-plt- e
des- - St. Mary's Normal
Strong was a familiar figure, for
1
rector of the
his advanced years he traveled in- - smith; then
Roman Cathollo University at Ken-wer- e
cessantly and his business connections
sington. He was a preacher of great
with all countries.
and was delineated in Disraeli s
Strong died at the home that had power
of CateB-- ,
been engaged for him last summer by Lothair under the character
Britain
- by.
and
"Great
wrote
DenniHe
Charles
Mrs.
Dr.
his daughter,
son, wife of a prominent Denver phy Itome," in 1881, and "The Pope the
eician. now dead for some years. Sur Head of the Church," In 1885 and oth
;
rounded by a large number of grand- er Important polemical works.
children the aged man succumbed to
neutrltls which has troubled him for FRANCISCO MADERO 13
over a year.
AFRAID OF ASSASSINATION.
Henry Strong first came to Denver
was
he
time
1872.
At
that
about
Will Therefore Not Visit Texas Border Nor Confer With Reyes at
president of the Santa Fe railroad and
built the lines west of Denver. Later
8an Antonio.
he retired and lived in Chioago which
lias been his home when not traveling
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 23. Genever since.
eral Reyes of Mexico, who has been
In
The deceased pioneer was horn
accused of conspiring against the
Glasgow", Scotland, in 1829 and came new government, today denied that
He
young.
to America when very
he will move to New York,. He said
and he has heard that Madero (a, coming
studied at Rochester University,
'
later took a law course in Albany, to San Antonio to confer.ivllb. him
New York. He moved to Keokuk, Ia, but has jieard nothing from Madero
in 1856, and started the practice of hls,))
Fears Assassination.
profession. He was attorney lor an
A Btatejnent was made here today
of the newly built railroads In Iowa
the
of
and Interested in the building
by a friend of Francisco Maderj, that
of Mexico
has
Burlington across the state. Later the President-elec- t
the
of
as
president
he came to Denver
abandoned his trip to Pledras Negras
him
reached
of
Fe.
because
Santa
reports that
Edward Sheldon author of "The ftom pan Antonio thot his assnssinar
and
The,
"Salvation
Nell,"
was
ton
planned,
Nigger,"
Boss" is a grandchild.
PROMINENT NEW YORK
FINANCIER IS DEAD.
WOMAN PHY8ICIAN MURDERED
..
ROOM.
IN HER BED
N.
Y., Oct. 24. Robert
New York,
di24 -- Dr, Mather, chairman of the board of
Oct.
Ind.,
IndlanapollB,
her rectors of the Westlnghouse Electric
Helen Knabe was found dead,
company anu tu-h- ,
body cut and bruised, In a bedroom of, and Manuracmnng
and banks,
nrtmnt today. The police are, rector of many railroads
died here today after a Bhort Illness
he was murdered.

at his home.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CATHOLIC
WRITER IS DEAD.

WORLD-FAMOU-

to N.utrlti. Was

...

Against Convict Labor in Cora
tpetition With the Working Man.

tice of law and also engaging in the
A year later
newspaper business.
sees him In Raton,
Colfax county,
-- :
practicing law.
A Legislator.
His worth was quickly recognized
and in 1908, he was elected to tha
Legislature where he at once took a
He was chairman ol
leading part.
the committee on judiciary and as
chairman of the steering committee
was in charge of much important
He Is the author ot the
egislation.
Law. represent District Irrigation
cently raltfied by Congress and under
which large irrigation
enterprises
are now under construction. He also
and
fought
any changes
prevented
In the
irrigation law of
the Territory.
As a sealouB friend
of the public, and especially of the
rural schools, he introduced the bill
passed by the legislature, providing
for a bond issue to help rural schools
but which failed to be approved by
His Idea, however, was
Congress.
embodied in the Constitution, which
he helped to formulate, having been
one of the leaders in the Constitutional Convention last year.
Appointed Judge.
In September, 1910, he was sprinted by President Taft, one of the associate Justices of the New Mexice
Supreme Court, and was assigned to
the Fourth District with headquarters
at Las Vegas although he maintained
his residence at Raton. His opinions
written as a member of the Supreme
Court are incisive, scholarly and logical. As district judge he has made
a host of admirers at Las Vegas, Mora,
Raton and Clayton in his district, and
at other county seats where he has
presided.
Judge Roberts was married in 1897
and has two boys. He Is an Elk, an
Odd Fellow, a Red Man, a member
of the Woodmen of the World and of
the Royal Arcanum.
MORA

COUNTY
NOMINATE

REPUBLICANS
STRONG TICKET.

It Assures Whoooping

Big Majority on
Election Day Navarro for
State Senate.

The Republicans In convention assembled In Mora have nominated the
foflowfng splendid ticket tjbat, will
prove a vote getter on election day:
Juan Navarro for the state senate;
Bias Sancbez and Marcellno Martinez
for the house; Patricio Sanchez for
sheriff; J. M. Medina for assessor;
John Gandert, Marcellno Montoya and
S. H. Hughes for county commissioners; John Strong for treasurer; Eligio
Pacheco for probate judge; Tito
for probate clerk; Manuel Madrid for superintendent of schools;
R. K. O'Dell for surveyor.
WOMAN

SUFFRAGE

HEADQUAR-

TERS REMAIN IN NEW YORK,
Chicago Which Made a Futile Fight
For Them Withdraws at the
Last Minute.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 24. The Illinois delegation, having withdrawn its
motion for the removal of national
headquarters to Chicago after n long

debate, the National American Woman
Suffrage Association in convention
here, at noon, voted unanimously to
retain its New York base of operations. Chicago delegates gave notice
that the fight would be renewed next
year.
KENTUCKY

MURDERER KILLED
IN RUNNING FIGH'

Wanted for Double Killing at Pine-villMember of Sheriff's Posse
Fatally Wounded.
a
Mlddlesboro, Ky Oct. 24. In
running fight with a sheriff's posse
early today, Cal McRalle, wanted for
double murder at Plnevllle, was killed
nd Deputy "Sheriff Thomas, of
the posse, received wounds from which
ho died later. The fight occurred In
the mountains near Clear Creek.
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of aesthetic dances, let! yesterday tor
Albuquerque where they will give an
entertainment at the Elks Theater tonight. Both were charmed with Santa Fe and hope to have a summer
home here. After tourlug Kansas
they will return to Denver and start
In March for a tour of the capitals of
South America.
Mr, and Mrs, William Llbbey and
the Misses Llbbey are here from
Princeton, N. . where Mr. LJbbey is
a professor. They are on their way
to the coast and registered yesterday
at the Palace hotel.
Mr. and Mrs, A. Menriett of Mexico,
are In the city on their way to Las
Vecas to visit A. Mennett, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Casey, of Thorn-asvillN. C, are slghtseera at the
Palace.
Crus,
Alfredo Lucero, of Santa
Coro-nado- .
county commissioner, la at the
He Is here to attend the Re
publican county convention
County Commissioner Jose Ortls J
Pino is here from Galisteo to attend
the Republican county convention to
which be Is a delegate. With him
are Juan Ortls and Apolonlo Chavei
of 0Urteo.
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Candidate for Commissioner of Publlo Lands.
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X

Age 44 years.
Bora at Ogontz, near Phi la-delphla, Pa.
Scotch-IrisX
and German
parentage.
Graduated from Swarthmore.
Received Degree Bachelor
s of Science In 1888.
X
Civil Engineer on P. & K.
Railroad.
Came to Clayton, New Mexs ico, 21 years ago.
X
Secretary and then manager
X of Mercantile Company.
X
Ran for county treasurer'
X and helped
to make Union
X county Republican.
X
Engaged In electric light and
X water supply business in Okla- X homa and New Mexico.
X
Appointed Land Commission- X er in 1907.
X
Married. Has two sons.

i

'

City. This time he. made no mistake
at bli own rotund figure and healthy

X countenance abundantly testify to
X the world. Only a happy
husband
Jt carries around that sort ot a beatific,
X cherubic appearance.
There are two
SS sons, almost grown
to man's stature
X and they give every evidence of hav- X lng Inherited their father's sagacity
X and liveliness and their mother's vlr--

ELFEGO

-

BACA, ALBUQUERQUE,

SSSXXXXXXXXXXXXS

CANDIDATE

FOR CONGRESS,

a
to the altar. Miss
Pobmer, a native of New
X Mexico, with German and Spanish anX cestors.
GEORGE CURRY,
As a Lawyer.
X tues.
X
Of Lincoln, Candidate for Congress.
Mr. Baca studied law with the late
X
Pennsylvania wasn't big enough for
'
B.
H.
Hamilton. In 1895, he
X Ervlen after he had a wife, and he
Judge
was admitted to practice before the
which was then extending Its lines Fe, where he was inaugurated on the
X; struck, out for New Mexico In 1890, XSXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X settling down at the first place this x
X towards the territory of New Mexico. ! 8th day of August, 1907. The govern- Supreme Court ot New Mexico and
Age, 49 years.
Appointed deputy sheriff, Soin 1902 to practice in the state of
X side of the Colorado, Oklahoma and x
As a Cow Boy.
or's position at that time was not alX
Born in Louisiana.
corro, when 18 years old.
Texas. He was a member of a law
"Even at that young and tender age together a bed of roses, as he had.
Father died when George X
Xj Texas boundary, Clayton, the county
Deputy sheriff of Bernalillo
firm at Socorro with Judge A. A. Free
X seat ot Union. There wasn't much to
X George had the spirit of adventure, prior to that date, always affiliated
was four.
1884 to 1888.
county,
man, who had Just retired from the
Clayton until Ervlen arrived. Togeth- g
Mother died when George X and In 1879, when still a boy, being with the Democratic party ln this terDeputy U. S. marshal! 1888.
supreme bench of New Mexico.
er with several other pioneers he
X at mat time out sixteen years oi ritory, and besides, the Republican
was seventeen.
County clerk of Socorro, 1893
A Progressive.
was
fact
in
somewhat disturbed,
made It a live wire in every sense oi x
to 1896.
Lved ln co.orado as a boy. X age, he journeyed to Lincoln county, party
Mr. Baca comes of distinguished
He became secretary and s
the word.
at Dodge City, Kansas, X New Mexico. At that time the coun Governor Curry found himself up
law under Judge
Llved
Studied
and illustrious ancestry. He has been
X then manager of the Clayton Com-ty of Lincoln was so large tnat it cov against the real thing at every turn
Hamilton.
untI 187g
successful In business, in law and In
ered the entire southeastern portion he took, but he was familiar with
X mercial Company. Hie spare moments
Admitted to bar 1894.
Came tQ Fort stanlon w
$
politics. His very career shows that
of the territory. While there, and hard knocks and mastered the sltua'
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX he occupied with building electric
law
Formed
firm
with
1879.
Judge
he 1b a man of progressive ideas, and
until the year, 1882, be worked on a tlon, as he- had often before,' and tolight and water plants at Clayton and
A. A. Freeman.
. Worked on cattle ranch as
it is certan, that he will be heard
ranch doing any and all kinds of day he is prepared to deliver a united
the map with them even across X
Elected
of
Socorro
mayor
cowboy.
Robert P. Ervlen, present commis dotting
from ln Congress; that he will there
oi
of the condition
undertaken
was
Instead
work
by
,
that
the boundary ln Oklahoma.
usually
party,
1897.
Clerked in post trader s store X
sioner of public lands and candidate
demonstrate that the DeoDie of his
on the open range i chaos in which he found it
the
Scotcb-Irtsearly
cowboy
As
a
Pennsylvania
ot
on the Republican ticket for the same
R,.ntn.
County
j blood
superintendent
I
are as capable, as aggressive
Enters Politics.
George Curry has been his own
Dutch citizen he could not keep out x
schools 1900.
c,erk at TrInldad Coi.
office, was born on December 8, 1866.
HqM
and as progressive as the Anglo-Saxo- n
.
.
"Tiring of this life, he returned to greatest enemy. Had be known
of politics. He ran for county treas-to
Admitted
X
law
in
.g8
practice
or any other iace. Elfeeo Baca in
He was born at Ogontz, the classic
Colorado, where he accept- - i Belt as perfectly as others do, he
Texas in 1902.
In Raton 1882 to 1885.
s Coneress will alve New Mexico a
suburb of Philadelphia, which aced a position with the United States could have been a rich man today. As
votes, Union being then a rank Dem-- .
1885.
ln
to
Lincoln
district
Returned
XI
readAppointed
attorney
counts for his being a religious
prestige that will do much to allay
hotel ln the year 1882, and remained it is, he retires a poorer man, so far
ocratlo
This aroused his
Sevenih Judicial District.
X the misapprehension that still prevails
Manager of store at Lincoln.
er of the Philadelphia Record, the "Dutch". county,
there until the following year, when as this world's goods go, but a multiUnion county has been Re- :
treasMoved
and
collector
to
X
five
ln
the
Deputy
Albuquerque
rankest Democratic dally
throughout the nation as to the char- he again took up his residence in this millionaire ln friends.
ever since, and the biggest
X acter of the native born people of the
urer Lincoln county 1885 to
years ago.
United States, and an admirer of the' publican
at the town of
locating
territory,
Faithful.
will
Honest,
its
True,
in
Sincere,
history
majority
Married to Frances PohmeraX commonwealth, who as Mr. Baca said
1888.
cartoons of Del Mar. He Bays it Republican
Raton. George remained In Raton un"I can Bay for George Curry, what
be cast on November 7, for Bursum's
in Albuquerque in 1885.
X at the Las Vegas convention, are as
Elected probate clerk in
makes him a better Republican.
til the year 1885, when he returned you all already know; he is honest,
and "Bob" Ervlen's sake.
i
1886.
to his nrBt love, southern New Mex- sincere, true, faithful to any cause he XXXXXXXXXXXXX.XX X American In their Ideals and ln their
and
He was born of Scotch-IrisIn March,
former Governor
1907,
X ico, engaging as chief clerk and dep- Elected assessor.
patrioism as the people of any other
.
German parentage. This accounts tor Hprhert J. Haeerman annolnted Rob-espouses and above ail, loyal to his
A man with a career like that .Wood.
X uty collector and treasurer under
Elected sheriff.
wnen bod ert p Ervien commissioner of public
his mulish stuDDornness.
friends,
"
run i . Are In any state. Only
Testimonial From Judge Freeman.
Elected to legislative coun- X; Jimmy Dolan, who was a power In
de- - X
Ervien once has his mind set that a ; lnnda. It was the Swarthmore
"It certainly is a pleasure, ln behalf would
A. A. Freeman, vice president of the
46 years old and yet more honors,
X that section during those days.
thing isn't square, ail the political gree that did the work.
At least X ell ln 1894.
jot you who are present, as well as more
Cameron
Lumber Company, Ltd., of
work
crowd
achievements, more
Elected president of council. X
wire pulling and all the king's horses Hagerman did not Burvlve long there- who
not
those
on
could
here
this
Publlo
be
Trusts.
Many
District clerk of fifth Judicial X; He remained in the employ of Dol- - occasion, to present to him this tok- ed into those 46 years than falls to Vancouver, B. C-- , for many years a
and all the king's men, cannot make after and received his "conge" from X
the lot of even the average leader
X an until the fall of 1888, when he ran en of
htm change his course.
His ances- Theodore Roosevelt a few months af- - X district,
your love and affection for the
Elected to council again in X f0r, and was overwhelmingly elected ' man, and in closing I feel that I am and statesmen In a life time.
tors were among those who made it forwards.
Under Raynolds,
Curry X
X as probate clerk and recorder for Lin - but expressing the feeling of you all.
An Eloquent Orator.
Hessians and Mills, Ervlen found himself in X 1896 by 14J5 majority.
the
for
uncomfortable
around Philadelphia and socked it to more congenial company. His fault- - X
Helped to establish military X.'coln county, which position he held .when I say, as did Rip Van Winkle:
The state convention at Las VegaB
the British at Brandywlne.
until the following election In 1890, 'Here s to your health and happiness, was stirred profoundly, when Elfego
less administration of the public lands X Institute at Roswell.
Appointed regent of Military X when his party nominated and again may you live long and prosper.' "
Baca arose and resented the plea
His father for thirty-fiv- e
years and and his enthusiasm for good roads, X
X elected him as assessor for Lincoln
that the Spatilsh-Americamore was a famous manufacturer of have added to his popularity and the X Institute.
citizens, of
- DlrlJ1I.
Captain of the rough riders. X county. In 1892 his party once more!ru.m
whom, he is one, needed any special
pitchforks. That accounts for Bob's respect and esteem in which he is X
I I l
C
..
V.
V.
WiinntataW
1
1.1
I
r,,n
Hn..r 10OQ
J ui uiciw
All they should have,
Diroiiu
cuueilJ UIJUU lllIU UMU UH WEUf bbuiu
third fault. He is a practical Joker. held to Buch an extent, that three X
wuui;
DIED HERE SATURDAY. consideration.
Went to Philippines as lieu- - X elected, this time as Bherlff of Lincoln
he declared, is justice. They are
Other failings he has none, for he Is Democratic leaders, walked into the X
and
confessed X tenant in 11th U. 8. volunteer X county. In 1894 bis party again hona good politician, a faithful public Nw Mexican office
Charles G. Richie, secretary of the well able to take care of themselves,
.
X ored him by nominating and electing Santa Fe
servant, does not beat his wife and the day their ticket was named-- "The- x cavalry.
chamber 'of Commerce and they need no guardian, they are not
conhim
of
as a member
the council from vhon remarkable
X
The opera house was
loves his children and a good meal. election of two of your men we
g Promoted to captain.
made mere Infants.
personality
9th
of
and
the
Ervlen
Grant,' hlm a host o( frlendg nere dl d g , rent with cheers as he thus declared
district, consisting
x Served as chief of police ot X
Ervlen went to public school, not cede right from the start.
walk-over.ErDona
and
Chaves
Lincoln.
a
man
have
himself
Ana,
and that New Mexico
a
Manila.
"X
Eddjjurday evenlng. ft ,g tno 'M ,hat
because be liked to, but because his Clancy will
Served as governor of Samar X counties, and later, when the legiBla-- suffercd a.troke of apopiexy
There were vien has traveled all over the terrl- g
He patriotism knows only one flag, one
father compelled him.
and his memory is kept fragrant g and other Philippine provinces.
X ture met at Santa Fe. he waa "ther nad Deen ab)e ,0 at(end tQ nig'work people, that every loyal citizen Is an
eight children and the subject of this tory
visited for x
Governor of New Mexico, X honored by being the choice of his unt), & dajr or tw(j before m death American, no matter what the blood
sketch received his share of stern in every bailiwick he has
mom
that flows through his veins, be it
ir-- b.
"u
10117 tn 1910.
i
X
be is a natural Dorn oooaier.
luoi Mr Righto
c1""1'
parental chastisement, which he ampi
of
After the adjournment
from German, or French, or Spanish,
42
abmt
and
To crown it all, he waa is no guilei i in him.
XXXXXVXXXXXXXXXX
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DELEGATES CHEER WILDLY
COUNTY

TICKET

Rivera for county assessor and the
nomination met with the same approval of the convention that the others
did. Mr.. Owen also nominated Canuto
Alarld for probate judge and the nomination received all the ayes of .. the
convention. The selection of a nominee for county surveyor was loft to
the county central committee.
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